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Abstract 
 
Humanitarian cash transfers are seen as a means to help diminish the gap between needs and 

available funding and are expected to increase in scale in the near future. In order to 

overcome current challenges of cash transfer programs, to make humanitarian aid more 

transparent and the system more accountable to its beneficiaries in general, means of 

improving the targeting and registration process of cash transfer programs are being explored. 

Solutions to complementing or replacing current registration and identity management 

systems are sought after in the innovative yet largely unexplored blockchain technology. The 

complexity of blockchain technology itself, however, introduces new challenges not only in 

terms of technology deployment, but moreover its usability to stakeholders and end users. The 

objective of this thesis is to shed light on the interface between the theoretical construct of a 

blockchain-backed identity and the practical usability and end-user acceptance of 

beneficiaries of a cash transfer programme. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
“Having a digital identity is a basic human right.”1 

 

“Identity is far more than just a card with a name and a photograph. ID technologies sit at 

the interface between the power and prerogatives of institutions and the rights and needs of 

individuals.2” 

 
The humanitarian aid system is under austere strain. In 2016 an estimated 164 million people 

across 47 countries were in need of international humanitarian aid due to new and on-going 

crises. Affected countries more often than not face multiple crisis types – ranging from armed 

conflict to hosting refugees and facing disasters caused by natural hazards – leaving their 

communities vulnerable and reliant on assistance.  Consequently, international humanitarian 

response has amplified from a total cost of $16.1bn in 2012 to $27.3bn in 2016.3 Inevitably, 

the gap between needs and available funding is flaring.4 

A widespread notion of a means to help diminish this gap lies within humanitarian 

cash transfers. Traditionally, humanitarian organisations have supported crisis-affected 

communities with physical commodities – such as food, shelter materials, blankets and seeds 

– but are increasingly shifting their focus to the distribution of cash as an alternative, enabling 

affected people to decide upon what they need and then purchase that at local markets5. 

Distribution of cash in humanitarian response is beneficial in various ways: By choosing cash 

transfers over delivery of goods in appropriate circumstances, assistance is provided to 

affected people faster and in a more targeted way than by traditional means, recipients are 

able to prioritize their own needs and maintain their dignity, overhead costs are reduced and 

local economies are fostered.6  

																																																								
1 Anna Irrera, “Accenture, Microsoft team up on blockchain-based digital ID network”, Reuters, 19 June 2017, 
accessed 14 April 2018, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-microsoft-accenture-digitalid/accenture-microsoft-
team-up-on-blockchain-based-digital-id-network-idUSKBN19A22B 
2 USAID, “Digital identity“,11 September 2017, accessed 12 April 2018, https://www.usaid.gov/digital-
development/digital-id/report, 2 
3 Development Initiatives, “Global humanitarian assistance report 2017, June 2017, accessed 14 April 2018, 
Development Initiatives, http://devinit.org/post/global-humanitarian-assistance-2017/, 2 
4 John Farrington et al. “Targeting approaches to cash transfers: comparisons across Cambodia, India and 
Ethiopia”, Overseas Development Institute, June 2007, accessed 15 April 2018, 
https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/3924.pdf, 7 
5 Paul Harvey and Sarah Bailey. “Cash transfer programming and the humanitarian system.” Background note 
for the High Level Panel on Humanitarian Cash Transfers, April 2015. London: Overseas Development Institute, 
Accessed 20 April 2018, https://www.odi.org/publications/9455-cash-transfer-programming-and-humanitarian-
system 
6 “CBA: Cash based assistance the future”, 510.global, 26 January 2018. Accessed 15 April 2018. 
https://www.510.global/the-future-of-cash-based-assistance-2/	
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The delivery of cash to beneficiaries is conducted through a number of means, 

including ‘cash in envelopes’, pre-paid plastic cards or electronically through mobile phone 

transfers.7 However, current cash transfer programs (CTP) face a number of challenges 

including security issues, costliness, corruption and time.  Of all the challenges, targeting and 

registration, meaning the process of determining who is eligible to receive aid and how this 

person is registered into the CTP system remains the hardest one.8 With CTPs being widely 

funded and employed by governments, international aid agencies (NGOs, UN, Red Cross and 

Red Crescent National Societies) and national civil society organizations, they are expected to 

multiply and increase in scale in the near future.9 In order to overcome current challenges of 

CTP, to make humanitarian aid more transparent and the system more accountable to its 

beneficiaries in general, means of improving the targeting and registration process of CTPs 

are being explored. Solutions are being sought after in technology – one of them being 

blockchain technology, i.e. distributed ledger technology.  

Initially linked to financial applications, attention is now beginning to shift toward the 

appropriation of this disruptive technology in a myriad of sectors, including development and 

humanitarian aid where resources are limited, budgets are low and documentation is scarce.10 

Blockchain is perceived as a potential means to improve current identity management systems 

for implementing humanitarian organisations as well as for beneficiaries of respective 

programs and projects. Robust identification is required for a number of reasons, i.e. for a 

project-implementing humanitarian organisation this includes streamlining of humanitarian 

services and managing recipients’ eligibility of benefits.11  Consequently, for individuals, 

identification often acts as a prerequisite access rights, entitlements, services and ensure 

political, economic and social inclusion for individuals.12   

Blockchain technology is thus being taken into consideration in complementing or 

replacing databases used for registration and identity management in humanitarian 

operations.13 As a type of distributed database hosted across a network of several participants, 

																																																								
7	Paul Harvey and Sarah Bailey, “State of evidence on humanitarian cash transfers”, Overseas Development 
Institute, March 2017, accessed 29 April 2018, https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-
opinion-files/9591.pdf, 7 
8 Ibid., 4 
9 Development Initiatives, “Humanitarian assistance report 2017, 7 
10 Ben Paynter, “How blockchain could transform the way international aid is distributed”, Fastcompany, 18 
September 2017, accessed 23 April 2018, https://www.fastcompany.com/40457354/how-blockchain-could-
transform-the-way-international-aid-is-distributed 
11 USAID, “Identity in a digital age", 16 
12 Michael Pisa and Matt Juden, “Blockchain and economic development: hype vs. reality”, CGD Policy Paper 
105, July 2017, accessed  5 May 2018, https://www.cgdev.org/publication/blockchain-and-economic-
development-hype-vs-reality 
13 USAID, “Identity in a digital age”, 58 	
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blockchain technology allows for information to be stored and shared in a secure, trustworthy 

and immutable way.14 Storing personal identifying data safely is fundamental to any form of 

identity management system. Hence, technology providers are becoming confident that the 

transparent and decentralized nature of blockchain technology is becoming “the key 

ingredient in providing an interoperable identity framework”, 15 as it enables the development 

of a non-refutable and unbreakable record of data and gives individuals greater control as to 

who can access their personal information to which extent.  

Some of blockchain’s main attributes, including immutability, security, privacy, trust 

and portability, have moved this technology into the limelight. A number of start-ups 

including BanQu, Taqanu and Sovrin Foundation have acknowledged the potential of this 

disruptive technology in cracking the tough nut of beneficiary registration – and developed 

blockchain-based ID approaches aimed at providing functional digital IDs to some of the 

world’s most vulnerable.16 Furthermore, Accenture and Microsoft recently announced the 

development of a prototype for a digital ID network based on blockchain technology for the 

UNHCR identity management system.17 While the potential of this new means of registration 

and identity management is indeed catching – as it adds value for both individual and 

institutional actors – , it should be enjoyed with precaution. Embracing a technology that is 

still in its infancy, as is the case with blockchain, may potentially create risks for those who 

rely on it before understanding the full extent of it.18 Furthermore, the fine and delicate line 

between easing access to crucial services versus requiring identity as a condition to access 

these services and consequently the establishment of unintended new exclusionary barriers 

need to be considered.19 While successful humanitarian use cases of blockchain technology 

are emerging, one should hardly expect it to become a silver bullet for each and every 

humanitarian challenge.20 Rapidly evolving technological innovations are making the political 

and social context of identity management systems progressively complex – “the need for 

																																																								
14 Vanessa Ko and Andrej Verity, “Blockchain for the humanitarian sector: future opportunities.” Digital 
Humanitarian Network, November 2016, accessed 7 May 2018, 
http://digitalhumanitarians.com/resource/blockchain-humanitarian-sector-future-opportunities, 4 
15 Jeffrey Schwartz, “Microsoft among those pitching blockchain at UN summit to end identity crisis”, Redmond 
Magazine, 25 May 2016, accessed 12 May 2018, https://redmondmag.com/blogs/the-schwartz-
report/2016/05/microsoft-among-those-pitching-blockchain.aspx 
16 Pisa and Juden, “Blockchain and economic development”, 12 
17 BBC News, “Accenture and Microsoft plan digital IDs for millions of refugees”, BBC News, 20 June 2017, 
accessed 13 May 2018, http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-40341511 
18 GSMA, “Blockchain for development: emerging opportunities for mobile, identity and aid”, GSMA, 14 
December 2017, accessed 24 April 2018; USAID, “Identity in a digital age” 
19 Alan Gelb and Julia Clark, “Identification for development: the biometrics revolution”, CGD working paper 
315, Center for Global Development, January 2013, accessed 27 March 2018, 
http://www.cgdev.org/content/publications/detail/1426862, 5 
20 GSMA, “Blockchain for development”, 5-7	
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clear understanding and informed engagement around ID systems and technologies has never 

been greater.”21 

Hence, the most important question that needs to be asked: Is a blockchain-based 

identity/registration system a feasible solution for a community not only from a technological 

but rather also socio-economic perspective? What are the benefits of this new registration 

system for the end-users, i.e. the beneficiaries of a CTP? Is this new identity system flexible 

enough to indeed assist the accessing of services and exercising of rights of end-users rather 

than hinder them from doing so? While a technological innovation may sound plausible from 

a system’s design perspective, it is crucial to analyse and understand how digital tools operate 

within a given social context and what its added value is for the users in order to avoid 

unintended negative consequences or rejection.22 Hence, users’ needs are to be prioritized 

over an organisation’s own desires for efficiency in regard to a new system.23 The goal is thus 

to design a system that is not only fast, secure and cost-efficient but also accessible for and 

empowering to users as well as accepted within the given community. Most importantly, an 

implementing humanitarian organisation should consider if the adoption of a blockchain-

based identity registration system can overcome the drawbacks of its traditional counterpart 

whilst remaining an accessible, socially accepted and empowering means for the 

beneficiaries. 

 

1.1 RESEARCH AIM 

The objective of this thesis is to shed light on the interface between the theoretical construct 

of a blockchain-based identity and the practical usability and end-user acceptance within a 

low literacy and low digital penetration setting. More specifically: to carefully examine the 

usability and technology acceptance of blockchain-based identity management for 

beneficiaries of cash transfer programs. Although these questions will be applied to 

humanitarian cash transfer programs, they are up to a certain extent, applicable to the 

humanitarian sector in a broader sense. The focus hereby lies on the balance between needs of 

the individual (beneficiary), the institution (humanitarian organisation) as well as 

technological feasibility. Despite blockchain technology being discussed as a key success 

factor and silver bullet for many current challenges, including humanitarian and 

developmental ones, there is currently little academic research available on blockchain 

technology initiatives in developing countries. There is even less information on projects and 
																																																								
21 USAID, “Identity in a digital age”, 2 
22 Ibid., 5 
23 Ibid., 4	
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initiatives tackling the identity management issue. With information on such initiatives being 

limited to a small body of academic literature and little anecdotal information, a large 

knowledge gap exists that has to a certain degree, facilitated the spread of the blockchain 

hype. 24 There is a ubiquitous perception that technologies are innately social products – 

society shaping how technology is harnessed. And yet, the prevalent view today more often 

than not seems to be the opposite.25 When exploring innovative approaches and solutions in 

general, but foremost in cases of vulnerable and aid-inclined people, focus should be laid on 

access and usability of new tools. Theories of technology acceptance and usability as well as 

previous technology deployments have all together demonstrated that without using or (to a 

certain extent) owning a particular technology, individuals cannot benefit from them.26  

 

The research question (and sub questions) of this thesis thus follows: 

What are the potentials and challenges of a blockchain-based identity management system for 

beneficiaries of a cash transfer program in regard to usability and technology acceptance?   

 

Consequently, the sub questions are: 

• What is the rationale of using blockchain technology rather than systems for identity 

management that have been around longer? 

• Is blockchain technology better at addressing problems of identity management than 

existing approaches and technologies?  

• What are the challenges of using blockchain technology for identity management and 

what new risks might that create for the beneficiaries of a cash transfer program?  

 

By means of a graduate position, I have received the opportunity to join the 510 Data Team of 

the Netherlands Red Cross in researching possibilities of future cash based assistance (FCBA) 

in humanitarian disasters and crises. More specifically, the 510 Data Team (hereafter referred 

to as 510) aims to enhance the status quo of current CTPs by designing a potentially 

blockchain-backed system that incorporates a digital self-sovereign identity upon registration 

and cash transfers by means of cryptocurrency. As an independent researcher I am part of 

510’s research team that focuses on digital identities, with the purpose of investigating social 

implications of digital CTP on beneficiaries of developing countries. The findings of this 
																																																								
24 Raul Zambrano, “Blockchain – unpacking the disruptive potential of blockchain technology for human 
development”, white paper, International Development Research Centre, August 2017, accessed 24 March 2018,  
https://idl-bnc-idrc.dspacedirect.org/bitstream/handle/10625/56662/IDL-56662.pdf , 14 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid.	
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social interface investigation will, to a certain extent, shape and scope the way in which the 

FCBA project will be implemented in selected countries – naturally with consideration of 

technical feasibility for which 510 is collaborating with the Dutch tech-start up Tykn. Hence, 

this thesis will overall contribute to the academic literature gap on blockchain-based identity 

management and provide a knowledge basis for the 510 Data Science Team in regard to 

practical usability and technology acceptance of identity management of the planned digital 

cash transfer program implementation in developing countries.  

 

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS  

Structurally, this thesis will start off with a background overview of the current state of the art 

of humanitarian cash-based assistance, including challenges and an outlook to where 

innovative trends are heading in the near future (chapter 2). Following the scene setting, 

chapter 3 will provide the reader with a detailed overview of relevant concepts regarding 

identity and identity systems in order to understand the basis of the discussion. Once the 

interlinked ‘problem fields’ (cash-based assistance and identity systems) have been outlined, 

chapter 4 introduces the proposed ‘solution’, namely blockchain technology and its potential 

to tackle the aforementioned challenges. By means of an extensive literature review, the 

potential and drawbacks of blockchain deployment in managing identity and registration of 

CTP beneficiaries are highlighted. Derived from the literature review, the most profound 

knowledge gap is identified as being the understanding of user experience, usability and 

technology acceptance of this novel technology application. Chapter 5 builds on the previous 

chapter by elaborating on the actual implementation of a blockchain-based identity in theory 

on the one hand, and as a visionary concept to solve the registration challenge of a CTP on the 

other hand. The theoretical framework that underlies this thesis is introduced in chapter 6, 

using three main schools of thought, namely Technology Acceptance Model, Innovation 

Diffusion Theory and Human-Computer Interaction. These three approaches focus on 

determining factors of usability and technology acceptance of end-users, which are taken as a 

guideline for the subsequent data collection that is presented in chapter 7. Chapter 7 is an 

analysis of the qualitative data collection, i.e. by means of conducted interviews, divided into 

focal points relevant to the research question(s). The following section – chapter 8 – recaps 

and substantiates the most important findings, links them to the applied theoretical framework 

and responds to the research question(s) outlined at the beginning of this thesis. The 

concluding chapter 9 presents an outlook to open questions that have yet to be answered 

through subsequent research.   
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1.3 METHODOLOGY 

The methodological approach chosen for this thesis is a qualitative one. In order to gather the 

necessary data on the applicability and implications for blockchain technology in regard to 

identity management systems, and to be able to answer my research question, two  approaches 

were chosen:  

 

a) Extensive desk research 

Study and analysis of academic literature, white papers and reports by international 

humanitarian aid organisations such as the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red 

Crescent Societies, The World Bank, USAID etc.  

For the first part, I conducted a desk research, in order to grasp the concept of identity 

management in CTP and its related challenges. Identity management being a complex issue, I 

laid out a thorough conceptualisation of the relevant terms (meaning of identity, digital 

identity, identity management) as a first step. For this, I relied on reports, articles and 

documents that discuss the meaning of identity, the concepts of identity management and the 

potential – and challenges – of a self-sovereign blockchain-based identity. Blockchain-based 

identity management being a relatively new phenomenon, a lack of academic literature was to 

be expected at the time of this research. Hence I lay my focus mainly on experience-based 

reports and other sources of grey literature, rather than concentrate on predominantly 

academic peer-to-peer literature (which was not sufficient in terms of quantity and content).   

 

b) Qualitative Interviewing 

As a second step, the objective being to obtain a more detailed and in-depth understanding of 

identity management in CTPs in general and, furthermore, in technology acceptance of CTP 

beneficiary registration, I conducted a number of semi-structured interviews. Laying a focus 

on knowledge and opinion questions27 enabled me to fill the knowledge gap caused by a lack 

of extensive literature and case studies up to a certain extent.  

I chose to focus on interviewing people who are either experienced on the topic of 

cash transfer programs and beneficiary registration of cash transfer programs specifically 

and/or knowledgeable on the topic of digital identity (who were also familiar with blockchain 

technology). In order to achieve somewhat generalizable and transferable results, I made sure 

that the response group represented diversity within the field of CTP, i.e. that respondents 

represent a variety of positions related to CTP in order to shed light on differences in 

																																																								
27	Michael Patton, Qualitative Evaluation and Research Methods (Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1990) 	
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experience and opinions.28  The type of interview chosen was semi-structured interviews, 

conducted remotely via Skype or face-to-face, in a group or on a bilateral means. This being 

said, all the interviews extended beyond the original questions and thus took on the nature of 

an exchange of ideas and knowledge rather than a traditional question-answer format. 

Participants were, on one hand, recruited with help of ‘gatekeepers’, i.e. people within 510 

who were able to help identify organisational members of the Red Cross movement and 

facilitate access to those potential respondents, and, on the other hand, by conducting online 

research on CTP on appropriate people outside the Red Cross movement. A detailed outline 

of the interview questions can be viewed in annex 1.  In total ten interviews were conducted, 

together with Lars Stevens, a graduate student in Systems Engineering at Delft University of 

Technology simultaneously doing research on the same topic, but from a technical feasibility 

perspective. The respondents outside of the Red Cross movement were approached by us as 

independent researchers in order to sustain a neutral stance.   

For the discussion of the interviews, i.e. the analysis part of my thesis, I took on a 

mainly inductive analysis, meaning the discovering of patterns, themes and categories in my 

obtained qualitative data. The findings thus emerged as a result of my interaction with the 

obtained data.29 

 

2. CASH TRANSFER PROGRAMMING IN HUMANITARIAN AID 

	
Humanitarian action is rooted in the principle of humanity – the universal impulse to assist 

people in surviving disasters and conflicts. Most commonly, disaster response happens on a 

local level, where neighbours or communities compile their resources to help each other and 

the national governments assist their citizens. In cases where local and national capacities are 

exhausted and a state (normally) requests external assistance, international humanitarian 

action comes into play.30 International humanitarian action embodies a complex network of 

institutions and organisations, the main entities being donor governments, the United Nations 

and its executing organisations (including but not limited to UNICEF, WFP, UNHCR), the 

Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and international NGOs. In the aforementioned cases 

of national capacity exhaustion, these institutions and organisations aim to complement and/or 

																																																								
28 Nigel King and Christine Horrocks, Interviews in Qualitative Research (London: Sage, 2010) 
29 Patton, Qualitative Research and Evaluation Methods, 68 
30 Harvey and Bailey, “Cash transfer programming and the humanitarian system“, 2 
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substitute for national efforts to assist and protect suffering civilians.31 Assistance provided by 

humanitarian organisations is based on a set of agreed principles; humanity and impartiality, 

the latter representing the idea of non-discrimination and non-favouritism in providing aid. In 

addition, humanitarian organisations strive to adhere to the principles of neutrality and 

independence in order to gain the trust of authorities as well as affected populations in the 

case of natural disasters or conflicts.32  

 Humanitarian assistance can take on a multitude of forms, ranging from food, shelter 

materials, seeds, household goods, blankets or clothes to cash – in the latter case allowing 

people to decide for themselves what they need most and purchase it in local markets to 

promote their own well-being.33 Distributing cash has emerged as an increasing trend within 

the framework of humanitarian action, and acting as one of the principal tools for disaster and 

conflict recovery support.34 Although this form of aid has a long history dating back to the 

1870 Franco-Prussian war, its growing implementation compared to in-kind aid is noteworthy 

and prominent.35 Cash has been, and to this day, is provided in numerous ways: Conditional 

cash transfers ties the financial assistance to specific conditions, such as specific actions that 

need to be undertaken by the beneficiary or particular goods for which it can be spent. 

Sometimes it is also attached to a work condition. Unconditional cash, on the other hand, 

refers to money that can be used for whichever goods or services a beneficiary chooses. The 

ways in which money is delivered to the beneficiaries also varies; from cash in envelope to 

pre-paid cards or digital transfers via, for example, a mobile phone.36 In certain cases, 

beneficiaries are not provided with cash but a paper or electronic voucher instead which can 

be exchanged for goods at a pre-selected vendor. Naturally, choices of purchase and where 

these goods are bought are determined by the aid agency and thus limited to a certain extent.37 

However, this form of cash-based assistance is often chosen when cash is seen as an 

inappropriate or unable form of aid distribution, such as, for example, in cases of market 

weaknesses, a lack of local infrastructure or security fears.38 Hence, the appropriateness of 

cash distribution depends largely on the specific context; whether people can actually buy the 

																																																								
31 Ibid.,2	
32 Ibid. 
33 Paul Harvey, “Cash-based responses in emergencies”, 1 
34 Harvey and Bailey, “Cash transfer programming and the humanitarian system”, 2 
35 Ibid. 
36 GSMA 2017, „Mobile Money, Humanitarian Cash Transfers and Displaced Populations“, GSMA, 23 May 
2017, accessed 10 April 2018, https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/programme/mobile-for-
humanitarian-innovation/mobile-money-humanitarian-cash-transfers/, 5 
37 Harvey and Bailey, “cash transfer programming and the humanitarian system”, 2 
38 Paul Harvey, “Cash and vouchers in emergencies“, Overseas Development Institute, February 2005, accessed 
15 April 2018, https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/432.pdf, 1 
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goods they need in local markets at a reasonable price and a safe environment and whether 

cash can be delivered to beneficiaries in a safe manner.39  

Somewhat unsurprisingly, cash-based response approaches evoke reservations related 

to a myriad of factors, the most common ones being inflationary risks (cash causing prices for 

key goods to rise dramatically), increased security risks (moving cash resulting in higher 

security risks for beneficiaries and staff of cash programmes), targeting difficulties (cash 

being more attractive than goods may dilute abilities to target the most vulnerable), 

disadvantaging women (who are less able to have control over cash within a household than 

with goods), anti-social use of cash, hesitation of donors to provide cash over commodities 

and increase in corruption.40 Nonetheless, hesitation is also deeply rooted in the fear about the 

misuse of cash and the tradition of organisations and governments assuming that people are 

unable to make sensible decisions by themselves and thus deciding on what they need.41 

 On the other hand, there is emerging evidence of advantages from cash 

assistance in situations where it is appropriate. It is seen to be more cost-efficient than 

commodity-based alternatives due to lower logistics and transportation costs, it allows 

beneficiaries to maintain dignity and choice to decide what they want to use the money for, it 

can have a knock-on economic benefit for local markets and trade and may stimulate other 

areas of livelihoods, too. Additionally, unlike commodities, cash circumvents disincentive 

effects as it usually fosters local markets, trade and production. Overall, growing 

humanitarian evidence and experience of humanitarian cash transfers suggest that cash 

represents a favourable form of response and, furthermore, exemplifies good value for money 

compared to in-kind assistance.42 CTP can thus be useful in a number of contexts, for 

example before a disaster strikes43, in order to provide preparation for a predictable shock or 

as a risk reduction strategy (retaining walls, irrigation, etc.), at the beginning of and 

throughout a crisis to cover vital food, non-food and income needs, or during the 

recovery/transition period to support livelihoods, construct shelters and short-term 

employment opportunities. Additionally, CTP can be crucial in times of chronic food crises 
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and droughts or floods to provide communities and families with an income when they are at 

their most vulnerable.44 

The humanitarian aid system increasingly being under major strain, cash transfers are 

likely to proliferate in serving as a mechanism to scale up humanitarian funding in appropriate 

cases. This would enable a reduction in costs and complexity of humanitarian assistance.45 

This being said, cash transfer programming does not come without a set of challenges – 

challenges that need to be addressed especially when thinking about scaling the programming 

up in order to sustainably maintain it. These include, among others, complexity of local 

situations in regard to access, targeting errors, limited availability of data, collaboration and 

coordination challenges, monitoring etc.46 More recently, there has been a shift to cash being 

distributed digitally, enabled partially by the rise of electronic payment technologies, but also 

due to the need to transfer money to large numbers of recipients and its consequent level of 

accountability. 47  Digital means of cash transfers are seen to reduce leakage, improve 

reconciliation and control of expenditure, be more efficient and reliable, reduce costs for 

organisations and beneficiaries and improve security for staff and beneficiaries compared to 

manual payment. This accounts especially for cash transfer programs in isolated rural areas, 

or areas with limited physical and financial infrastructure.48 On the other hand, digital transfer 

mechanisms open the cash transfer programming up to a whole new range of challenges, 

including poor network and infrastructure, low literacy, lack of training and lack of prior 

experience with technology.49  

Of all the challenges, targeting, meaning the process of determining who is eligible to 

receive aid, remains the hardest one.50 Targeting is very closely tied to registration, i.e. the 

process by which an individual’s personal information is recorded into the aid providing 

institutions’ register and ultimately acts as a decisive tool of eligibility. Targeting and 

registration can be characterised by means of three stages: Firstly, policy decisions about who 

is to be supported through cash transfer programming (e.g. according to age, geographic 

location, gender, ethnicity, or economic and social status), secondly, the process of 
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identifying the beneficiaries and keeping information about them up to date, and thirdly, 

design and implementation of mechanisms ensuring that aid is provided to the intended 

individuals, with minimal inclusion and exclusion errors.51 A possible and increasingly 

important, yet in practice often overlooked fourth stage, “is that of ensuring that targeting 

criteria are simple enough, and information about them presented in a sufficiently accessible 

way, for even those intended beneficiaries with limited literacy to understand their 

entitlements.”52  

Evidently, targeting and registering in cash transfer programs need improvement in the 

long run in order to scale up. The humanitarian sector is thus increasingly seeking solutions to 

challenges in technology, including tackling the issue of undocumented people (one of the 

fundamental underlying issues in targeting and registration is the fact that a large percentage, 

if not the majority, of the intended recipients of aid are undocumented people).  

 This thesis thus focuses on addressing and potentially overcoming the issue of 

registration in cash transfer programming  – and that of a lack of identity more generally – by 

turning to technology to find solutions.  

This being said, as the issue of beneficiary registration is fundamentally the same as 

that of any humanitarian crisis: How can people without a legal identity participate fully in 

social and economic life? In almost all cases a legal identification is a prerequisite for 

partaking in social and economic life and relates directly to a number of other SDGs.53 Hence, 

the potential of this innovative technology to foster social inclusion and facilitate the SDG 

16.9 – aiming at widespread legal identity for every individual by 2030 – are interwoven in 

this research. Throughout the process of research, the questions of ‘What is identity?’ and 

‘Why is identity important?’ are recurring and pervasive. Thus, before exploring answers to 

the questions of how to tackle the issue of registration in CTP’s, it is crucial to fully grasp the 

meaning and concept of the underlying and fundamental issue at hand – identity.  “Identity 
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will be the most valuable commodity for citizens in the future, and it will exist primarily 

online.”54   

3. CONCEPTUALISATION ON IDENTITY AND IDENTITY SYSTEMS 

	
This chapter aims to offer a narrative overview of the concepts used in this thesis, to define 

them and, moreover, provide a picture of how they relate to one another.  

 

3.1 WHAT IS IDENTITY?  

By implication identity is a complex social construct, embodying various and multiple 

meanings depending on the thematic, temporal and territorial context it is placed in. The 

conception of identity has undergone a greatly explored and multifaceted history in the social 

science discipline, and indeed significant changes.55 And yet, in the broadest sense, identity 

captures the question ‘Who am I?’, covering a multitude of personal, relational and social 

factors and processes and continuously incorporating input and feedback from the 

environment.56 In this sense, identity can be described as a set of personal and psychological 

characteristics, physical features, preferences and life experiences that uniquely describes an 

individual.57  It refers to either a) a social category, defined by membership rules, distinctive 

characteristics or expected behaviour or b) socially distinguished features that a person takes a 

special pride in and views as immutable but socially significant – or a combination of a) and 

b). Identity in the modern sense thus symbolises far more than physical attributes, namely also 

dignity, pride and honour.58  

Since the early days of civilisation humans use identity to establish interactions with 

other people, facilitate the actions of those they know and trust, and protect themselves 

against those they do not know or trust. Therefore, identity is closely linked to a person’s 
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reputation, which earns trust in the given community. From this perspective, identity is at the 

core of human-human interactions.59 This concept will be revisited later on when exploring 

the transformation from human-human to human-machine system interactions.60 

In modern societies, the aforementioned relational basis for trust is broken down and 

many interpersonal interactions, such as banking or voting, are often almost anonymous.61 

Hence, proxy-based systems of establishing trust are crucial when relationships reach beyond 

communities and countries. These systems usually rely on ID tokens such as an identity 

document (ID) or other pieces of information such as a PIN or password that can prove 

identity claims. 62  The concept of identity has thus changed from the early days of 

civilization, in the sense that is has been institutionalised. This process is more commonly 

known as identification or registration, whereby an individual’s official identity is created 

and/or recorded by an institution. This results in the issuing of an identity document (ID) or 

an equivalent token.63 For instance, a birth has to be registered to obtain a birth certificate. 

This is a formal proof of legal identity, which later enables the individual to enrol in school, 

vote, and so forth.64 Identification is ultimately about trust, whereby an ID token can replace 

anonymity by serving as a trust proxy to support a claim to be a specific person.65 

Recognition by a formal institution increases trust and reduces the institution’s risk by 

enabling it to hold a person accountable in case of unreliability.  

Identification is often closely connected to the issuing of a legal identity, which 

signifies the attributes (name, date of birth, sex, current address, nationality, etc.) that an 

individual uses to identify him- or herself when interacting with formal institutions such as 

governments, banks or employers. This information is needed to determine a person’s 

identity, which is connected to his or her rights and responsibilities regarding these 

institutions.66 Governments have the ultimate accountability over the process of identification 

and hence almost exclusively generate legal identity.67 As such, governments are credible 

legal identity providers, which per se provides them with enormous power and control over 
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their citizens.68 ID cards that include ethnicity or religion can be – and have been – used to 

objectify or disguise splits and target specific groups for persecution.69  

 

3.2 LEGAL IDENTITY, THE IDENTITY GAP AND IDENTITY SYSTEMS  

Globally, every seventh person lacks proof of his or her legal identity70. Children and women 

from rural areas in Africa and Asia as well as the more than 21 million refugees and an 

estimated 20 to 30 million slaves of human trafficking are disproportionately affected by this 

problem.71 Although identification is a component of many rights set out in the United 

Nations Declaration on Human Rights and the Convention of the Rights of the Child, and is a 

necessary means to access rights, entitlements, services and ensure political, economic and 

social inclusion for individuals, an estimated 1.1 billion people are not granted this right. 72 

Moreover, it is likely that even more people, especially poor, indigenous, rural, female, 

refugee or marginalized human beings are undocumented.73 This impact of lacking legal 

identification has been acknowledged by the international community, resulting in the 

establishment of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16.9 relating to providing legal 

identity, including but not limited to birth registration, for each individual by 2030.74 As there 

is no internationally recognised definition of an identity credential set to date75, and to make 

this target more tangible, the development community – facilitated by the World Bank and the 

Center for Global Development – has established a set of principles that ID systems should 

meet. This entails providing individuals with an identity that is unique, secure, accurate and 

protecting user privacy.76 Furthermore, considering the range of SDGs that prerequisites an 

ID, it is arguable that merely being in possession of an ID in principle is not sufficient. As the 

ID requirements for different humanitarian organisations and governments differ, this needs 

to be taken into consideration in order to overcome exclusion. This means that – against 

widespread contemporary standards – sustainable and robust identification should incorporate 
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an identity that goes beyond a traditional birth certificate.77 Hence, in an attempt to address 

these principles and to close the “identity gap”, ID experts are turning their focus from a 

‘centralized’ and ‘federated’ system of identification to the development of a more ‘user-

centric’ and ultimately ‘self-sovereign’ one. A centralized system solution refers to an 

identity that is established by means of centralized data, i.e. users must provide a set of 

personally identifying information such as a name, birthday, mother’s maiden name, etc. to 

the organisation that operates a specific e-service. This information is linked to a user ID 

which is stored in that organisation’s database. This often results in a nuisance for users who 

have various passwords for multiple websites and, more importantly, a huge security risk, as 

each database is a potential honeypot for hackers.78 A federated system solution is an 

approach in which users provide identifying information to one authorizing entity, which in 

return can verify an identity to a number of websites or application. For example, logging in 

to Google or Facebook is relying on a federated solution. The user experience is simplified 

and privacy is enhanced, as personal information is only provided to one provider rather than 

multiple entities. Yet, this approach entails a key vulnerability, namely that an individual’s 

data remains under control of an authorizing entity and tampering or deleting of this data will 

affect a user’s ability to access other services, too.79 

The aim of a more ‘user-centric’ and eventually ‘self-sovereign’ solution is to shift 

control to individuals by allowing them to “store their own identity data on their own devices 

[if possible], and provide it efficiently to those who need to validate it, without relying on a 

central repository of identity data”.80 In contrast to systems where ID credentials are provided 

by institutions, self-sovereign IDs are made to “empower individuals to control the 

formalisation of their identity, manage their digital personas and actively monetise their 

personal data.”81 This type of self-sovereign ID solution (in comparison to a centralized or 

federated one) was not perceived as being technically feasible in the past – until blockchain 

technology was put under the microscope.82 However, before taking a closer look at self-

sovereign blockchain-based identity systems, it is important to understand the basic concepts 

of a digital identity, its challenges and the rationale for looking at blockchain technology to 
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overcome these challenges. The following paragraphs provide an overview of digital identity 

and the use of digital identity systems in humanitarian aid.  

  

3.3 DIGITAL IDENTITY  

Ex ante, a digital identity is a wide-ranging term with differing meanings according to 

differing contexts. The report ‘The value of our digital identity’83 by the Boston Consultancy 

Group defines a digital identity as “the sum of all digitally available data about an individual, 

irrespective of its degree of validity, its form, or its accessibility”. Cyber-law lawyer Clare 

Sullivan describes digital identity as “an identity which is composed of information stored 

and transmitted in digital form.”84 Most commonly – and in the context of this thesis – digital 

identity refers to “a set of electronically captured and stored identity attributes that uniquely 

identify a person.”85 This typically consists of first name, last name, gender, date of birth and 

at least one piece of identifying information in the form of a signature or a numerical 

identifier. Importantly, one must not confuse digital identity with the means through which 

the service requiring identification is delivered, i.e. a user can physically attend the service 

provider location but affirm their identity through digital means of authentication (e.g. using a 

smart card or mobile device).86 Consequently, the notion of digital identity systems refers to 

the processes and systems that manage the lifecycle of individual digital identities – similar to 

paper-based identification systems or, more specifically: any system where identification, 

authentication and authorisation of an individual are performed digitally.87 A digital ID 

system can be viewed as a ‘value chain’ comprising of three phases, namely (a) registration, 

including enrolment and validation, (b) issuance of documents or credentials and (c) 

authentication and authorisation for service deliveries.88  
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Enrolment. This is the most important step of creating a digital identity, and may 

involve the process of capturing and recording key identity attributes, including biographic 

data (e.g. name, age, gender, address), biometric data (e.g. fingerprints, hand prints, iris scans) 

or other attributes related to this individual.  

Validation. This data then has to be verified or validated by checking the presented 

attributes against existing data, and by establishing whether the claimed identity has the 

properties of existence (the person is alive and can be localised) and uniqueness (the person is 

unique in the database and the information provided is enough in order to prevent de-

duplication, i.e. ensuring that a person is different from all other enrolled individuals).89 These 

individual attributes are important for the enrolment phase of the digital ID value chain, also 

known as identity proofing, as they need to ensure a sufficiently unique and valid match to the 

individual over time.90 

Issuance. After an individual has entrusted an institution or service provider with his 

or her personal data, and this institution/service provider has verified an individual’s 

attributes, a credential, in the form of a Smartcard, 2D Bar Code card, Mobile Identity or ID 

in the cloud, for example, is issued to the person. In contrast to traditional forms of ID 

issuance (e.g. birth certificate or electronic IDs/Documents), the credentials or certificates of a 

digital ID must be electronic, i.e. data must be stored and communicated electronically.91  

Authentication. After registration and issuance of credentials, digital identity can be 

used to demonstrate that the ID-issuing institution has accounted for the individual. This 

grants access to the associated benefits and services,92 yet still requires authentication (“Are 

you who you claim to be?”) by using a form of authentication ‘token’. This can be a 

smartcard (which can also be used for offline digital authentication locations with limited 

connectivity because data is stored locally on a chip), mobile identity (using SIM cards or 

SMS-based authenticators) or ID in the cloud (relying on a computer or any other device with 

a biometric reader that connects to the cloud).  

 

By implication many stakeholders with varying roles are involved in the processes of 

identification and authentication, depending on the type of the issued digital identity and the 

country or organisational context (foundational versus functional). Typically, individuals are 
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the primary end-users of an identity system, while government bodies, private firms or 

organisations are the main providers of digital identities and related services. In addition, 

public actors are responsible for regulation and public and private actors for standard setting 

and trust building.93 In this digital identity ‘ecosystem’, there is yet another major stakeholder, 

namely donor agencies and development partners. Organisations such as UNICEF, UNHCR, 

UNDP, USAID, IOM, the World Bank and regional development banks and many others 

provide support in a number of ways, including but not limited to funding and technical 

assistance for the development of digital identity systems. Support can be aimed at 

strengthening a country’s identity system in general or as a component of a specific program 

that requires identification (e.g., cash transfer programs, electoral campaign).94 A donor 

organisation may also act as a provider of identity, authentication and services all at the same 

time, such as for example in a cash transfer program.  

Having established the meaning, components and involved stakeholders related to 

digital identity in general, it is imperative to mention the role of digital identity in the 

humanitarian context, respectively that of humanitarian aid, for the purpose of this thesis.  

 

3.4 DIGITAL IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN HUMANITARIAN AID 

Humanitarian organisations require identification – and consequently identification 

services/identity systems – for a number of reasons, including streamlining humanitarian 

services and managing recipients’ eligibility of benefits. 95  A lack of basic identity 

documentation therefore presents itself as a key challenge in humanitarian response and early 

recovery systems.96 The actors who are behind funding and designing an identity system 

mostly (and importantly) do so within the context of a specific project, tailoring it to a 

particular unique environment in order to achieve the program objective.97 Hence it seems 

valid to say that identity systems in the humanitarian context are more often than not of 

functional rather than foundational purpose.  

A growing number of aid organisations including WFP, UNHCR and USAID have 

begun to reform existing identification systems and furthermore build new ones – including 
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biometric identification98, electronic credentials (smart cards and mobile IDs) and online 

authentication infrastructure in order to manage distribution more efficiently99.  These 

innovations have the potential to leapfrog the shortcomings of paper-based identification 

systems – especially when in combination with associated digital technologies such as mobile 

payment systems. But at the same time, means of digital identification pose a number of 

challenges and shortcomings related to data protection and privacy, financial sustainability 

and the choice and use of different technology options. 100 Furthermore, understanding the 

components and interactions of a digital identity system is essential when thinking about its 

design – especially in regard to its vulnerabilities and the consequential implications on its 

end-users.  

Digital ID systems in humanitarian aid have gained rapid adoption due to various 

reasons – including but not limited to: Improving aid distribution management by decreasing 

duplication, reducing fraud, simplifying monitoring and reporting processes, driving down 

(long-term) costs and reaching those entitled to benefits more reliably. Naturally, these factors 

are mainly encountered for in theory – in practice, outcomes will depend on various other 

factors than just the identity system. Improvement in terms of simplifying monitoring and 

reporting processes as well as reducing costs may, however, not necessarily improve the aid 

beneficiary’s experience. Nonetheless, potential benefits of storing identification information 

digitally over paper-based storage can include the following: Rigging digital records in 

multiple databases is harder than getting hold of falsified paper documents, data on paper-

based evidence is static compared to digital data where data history can be verified more 

easily, digital evidence can be sampled remotely and with greater accuracy, and in 

comparison to paper evidence, digital evidence can be forged or bought less easily.101  

Enrolling everyone can be a challenge; people who live in remote areas can be 

marginalised within a society and/or pose a hard-to-reach group of people (e.g. elderly people, 

or second wives in a polygamous household). Hence inclusion of a target population – 

referring to the enrolment stage of the identity scheme – is one main functional goal.102 This 

may involve mobile or women-only enrolment centers, as well as community collaboration to 
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include all eligible people. However, inclusion is more often than not just the first of more 

specific goals such as “ […] inclusion in the ID system makes more data available. These data 

facilitate various institutional process improvements, such as data-driven decision making, 

increased efficiency, or greater transparency and accountability. These process improvements, 

in turn, enable the system to contribute to functional goals”.103 Essentially, digital identity 

systems are information systems about people, providing data to improve the design of 

programs to better address the needs of individuals or populations they serve. Identification 

data can thus be used to establish who is accessing services, where additional outreach is 

needed, which services are valued over others and so forth. One functional goal for the 

identity scheme is therefore to improve programming and service delivery efforts.104 World 

Vision estimated that the introduction of their digital benefit distribution system resulted in 

cost savings of 15-40%,105 while the World Food Programme (WFP) reported monthly 

savings of $1.5 million after introducing fingerprint verification in a Kenyan refugee camp.106 

One of the ground-breaking technological innovations is biometrics used for 

identifying and authenticating an individual. Biometrics can be defined as “any automatically 

measurable, robust and distinctive physical characteristic or personal trait that can be used to 

identify an individual or verify the claimed identity of an individual.”107 Using biometrics for 

identity-related purposes cannot only enable individuals to authenticate themselves against a 

database rather than compel them to carry around a physical identity card, but furthermore 

improve accuracy and security, facilitate fast data processing and collection and create 

verifiable transaction records – all of which has the potential to aid development planning, 

improve service delivery and prevent fraud. 108  Consequently, biometric identification 

technology – respectively, advanced human recognition (AHR) – has gained increased 

application in the humanitarian sector, offering the most accurate tool available for 

identification and authentication.  

Biometric technology has reinforced a range of efforts to improve identification 

(among other benefits including democratic participation and service deliver) in the 
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developing world. Gelb and Clark estimate that worldwide projects with the aim of improving 

pension management, reducing fraud and corruption in the civil service, creating new voter 

rolls, providing health services, verifying teacher attendance, and improving cash and in-kind 

transfers have biometrically enrolled over one billion people in low and middle-income 

countries.109 However, one needs to keep in mind that even though institutions benefit from 

improved technology, individual’s experience may not automatically be enhanced. The use of 

iris-scanners on refugees, for example, can work well if it is integrated within cultural 

practices, but it can also further stigmatise a refugee population if they have to share 

biometric information and the resident population is excepted from this. Receiving aid may be 

tied to providing biometric data or interfacing with technologies of international aid 

organisations they may not feel comfortable with – or flat out do not trust.110 For many Syrian 

refugees in Jordan, for example, discretion about revealing personal information online is a 

very sensitive matter. Phone calls are monitored and emails and texts are read in Syria to this 

day; personal information revealed online can lead to devastating consequences, such as 

imprisonment or forced disappearance. Biometric registration with UNHCR thus prompts 

mixed feelings among the Syrian refugee population. Some worry that the information 

provided may somehow wind up in the hands of the Syrian government, its secret police or 

the Hezbollah fighting alongside the Syrian military – or even that international NGOs are 

potentially and/or unintentionally working for the interests of certain governments.111  

Returning to the institutional efficiency of digital identity systems: The concepts of 

transparency and accountability can also be enhanced, as digital enrolment of individuals 

generates a digital ‘paper trail’ of information linking them to unique entries in digital 

databases (e.g. transactions). This data offers more transparency about the program 

registration, distribution of resources and delivery of services – and in turn may promote 

greater accountability. This is especially the case when data is accessible to numerous actors, 

making it harder to nebulise.112 Digitising voter records in developing democracies is an 

example where digital registration systems is a means to promote transparency, promote 

accountability and build trust. Technology implies objectivity, neutrality and hence trust – 

which, however, does not mean that fraud is impossible.  
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And yet, as with every technological innovation, building (digital) identity systems 

does not come without a number of challenges and drawbacks, including issues related to data 

protection, privacy, cost, sustainability, political complexity and lack of an up-to-date legal 

framework.113  

 

3.5 CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN HUMANITARIAN AID 

This and the subsequent section addresses challenges of currently widespread digital identity 

systems and consequently leads to the first sub question What is the rationale of using 

blockchain technology rather than systems that have been around longer for identity 

management in humanitarian aid? Although answers to this sub question are explored in 

chapter 4, the following paragraphs of this sub chapter provide an outline of the issue at hand, 

leading up to the rationale of blockchain-application.   

 The challenges can be divided into technical and non-technical aspects, i.e. the 

technical challenges from a system’s design perspective versus issues related to logistics, 

interoperability, sustainability and fragmentation of a digital identity system. 

Most current identity management systems are based on a centralised or federated model.114 

These models are increasingly challenged as a result of regular data breaches, identity fraud 

and, most of all, a loss of privacy for end-users.115 Threats, vulnerabilities and limitations of a 

digital identity management system fall into one of the three broader categories:  

− Confidentiality of the identity management system (threats to the privacy of the end-

user) 

− Integrity of the identity management system (alteration or theft of personal data on the 

identity management system by an unauthorised party) 

− Availability of the identity management system (related to the service, i.e. by means of 

disruption of the enrolment or the later provision of related services)116 

 

Consequently the list of vulnerabilities that may arise in a digital identity system include 

(but are not limited to): unnecessary data collection, linkable identifiers, lack of blinding 

information, lack of pseudoanonymisation, lack of transparency in regard to data collection, 

implicit data collection where an individual is unaware of collected data etc.117 These 
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vulnerabilities can be facilitated either by means of a) malicious threats such as unlawful 

disruption of a digital identity service, undermining its integrity or that of an individual’s 

privacy, e.g. data breach, identity theft, individual or mass surveillance, b) through legitimate 

business that upholds legal business practices but possibly compromise the privacy of a 

person’s information, including the repurposing of data, the passing of personal data with a 

user’s consent to unvetted parties, publication of personal data, or c) negligence or 

incompetence of those responsible for the identity service provision, such as poor operation 

processes or poor operational security as well as failure to keep up with the changing security 

landscape. These incidents illuminate a lack of control and ownership for holders of digital 

identities.118 

Leakage of personally identifiable data is especially critical in sensitive contexts than can 

result in discrimination, exclusionary policies or the sparking of targeted violence. Even 

without specific identification of individuals, discriminatory policies may be established 

based on data that has been leaked or stolen from a centralised database.119 Although there is 

a growing consideration of how to limit data harm among various organisations – including 

the ICRC120 and World Vision121 – only so much can be done to protect sensitive data if the 

system itself is vulnerable.  

Apart from drawbacks from a system design perspective, there are also non-technical 

challenges of current digital identity/registration systems, namely those of logistics, 

fragmentation and sustainability.  

In many cases, the registration process of a humanitarian organisation is very time- 

consuming – independent of the purpose, i.e. voter registration or beneficiary registration of a 

CTP. If, however, these registration drives are limited to record people for a single election or 

CTP cycle, and databases are not maintained from one election or CTP cycle to another, the 

process must be repeated, thus resulting in duplicative costs, as many of the same people must 

be re-registered each time.122  

 Furthermore, identity/registration systems are, many a time, subject to pressure by 

technology vendors in charge of supplying components of the identity system. Vendors 
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currently more often than not use proprietary software for identity/registration management. 

Compared to open-source solutions, reliance on proprietary solutions results firstly in 

dependence on a specific vendor and secondly in repeated investments and increased costs,  

as proprietary systems often cannot be reused. Similarly, tight and inflexible project timelines 

limit the design of systems that are context-sensitive as well as compatible across various 

programs.123 “Without deliberate efforts to collaborate and develop relationships, the default 

approach is to use a system that will most quickly meet the needs of a single program. This 

typically means working independently and building project-specific ID systems.”124 In the 

case of humanitarian aid, when deployed in quickly worsening crises, this is particularly 

acute.  

 Fragmentation and sustainability of digital identity/registration systems intrinsically 

tied to interoperability of humanitarian organisations. Most organisations build their own 

registration/identity system rather than cooperate with each other to share resources. 

Naturally, coordination and adoption of a registration/identity system is not always applicable 

and suitable, as they may contain features tailored for a specific program. Nevertheless, in 

many cases, an interoperable solution could mitigate fragmentation and foster 

sustainability. 125  Implicit within interoperability is firstly inter-organisational trust and 

secondly relinquishing traditional notions of power and control. Not all humanitarian 

organisations are open for collaboration, especially in regard to data sharing. This is mainly a 

result of a lack of universal data responsibility protection standards.126 Although some 

organisations are taking first steps to initiate collaboration – for example the World Food 

Programme’s data privacy guidelines127 or recommendations on harmonising ID requirements 

related to humanitarian CTP’s by the Cash Learning Partnership (CALP)128 –, stark inter-

organisational hesitancy remains.  Secondly, humanitarian actors acknowledge that the 

current humanitarian system needs greater collaboration, which is likely to result in “more 

human, procedural and technical compatibility across organisational boundaries, an 

embracing of diversity, alignment around common values, a quicker and more complimentary 

humanitarian financing architecture, a realignment of aid investment into local response 
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capacity […] and the suppression of organisational ego in favour of the greater endeavour for 

humanity.”  

However, the feasibility hinges on traditional power holders in the system. If these traditional 

powers holders are indeed willing to accept this shift of power, i.e. distribution of control 

among a number of organisations or not, remains unanswered despite the talk of 

transformation.129 

These non-negligible drawbacks of current digital identity management systems have 

led governments, NGOs and private organisations to explore alternative approaches and 

models of digital identity management systems, seeking to enhance data privacy, 

trustworthiness, reach and sustainability of digital identities.130 Prioritising long-term goals of 

registration increases the opportunity to develop safer and more sustainable systems – for 

end-users as well as implementing humanitarian organisations.131   

As the scope of this thesis does not allow for an adequate analysis of multiple innovations of 

digital identity management, the focus is set on one of the potential approaches, namely 

blockchain technology. The rationale behind looking at blockchain technology for identity 

management is mainly due to its promising and innovative characteristics that address many 

of the identity-attributed challenges. At the same time, its uncharted use in identity 

management and, more significantly, the humanitarian aid sector provides another strong 

rationale for careful evaluation. 

 

4. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY FOR IDENTITY MANAGEMENT  

	
What is the rationale of using blockchain technology rather than systems that have been 

around longer for identity management? – This question was posed as one of the sub 

questions in the beginning of this thesis. Chapters 2 and 3 provided detailed information on 

the current, commonly used identity-for-registration-systems and its respective challenges and 

limitations. The following and the subsequent chapter will provide support for the rationale of 

considering blockchain deployment for beneficiary registration and identity management.  
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While blockchain innovation has acted mainly as a new disrupter to financial services 

for the past ten years, initiating an increasing impact on banks in terms of risk and associated 

benefits132, attention is now beginning to shift toward the appropriation of social and 

environmental use cases that aim to tackle global challenges.133 With limited understanding 

and little consensus about the potential social, ethical and legal impact of blockchain 

innovation on global challenges, it is apparent that serious analysis of this technology is 

required.134 However, before immerging into the academic and practitioners’ debate on a 

blockchain-based approach to identity management, a clear understanding of this disruptive 

technology is needed. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of blockchain’s 

promising and innovative features in general and, more specifically, in the use of identity 

management by means of a literature review.   

 

4.1 WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY? 

Fundamentally, a blockchain is a shared database, or a so-called distributed ledger allowing 

for information to be recorded (but not altered or erased) and shared between numerous 

entities.135 This distributed ledger contains a chain of information ‘blocks’, each block being 

identified by a cryptographic signature, making the exchanged information transparent.136 

Blockchains can be seen as independent digital document sharing platforms, distributed 

across a network of computers, where all participants within the blockchain network are given 

equal status to submit, review and verify records and transactions (or ‘blocks’ of information) 

in real time. It is thus a decentralised scheme, with no single authority holding ownership 

over the ‘database’. However, unlike online document sharing platforms, blockchains are 

immutable, hence ensuring the integrity of blockchain-stored data.137 Once a ‘block’ of 

information is added and accepted by the network – may this be a financial transaction, a 

record of a farmer’s land ownership or a person’s identifying details – it is given a time-stamp 
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and cannot be altered. 138  Additionally, some blockchains have implemented secure 

transactions (e.g. Qorum) in the sense that the information it stores is confidentiality-protected 

by public key cryptography. This ‘key’ system can be compared to the two-key system used 

for safety deposit boxes; one key is kept privately and enables the user to ‘lock’ or ‘unlock’ 

their personal information (e.g. a PIN or password) and to control who has access to this 

information as to when and to what extent, while the ‘public key’ can be given to a trusted 

party in the network (e.g. a bank, an international aid organisation) in order to read and 

double-check the unlocked information necessary for a specific service.139  

 Blockchains are designed to be public (permissionless) or private (permissioned) – 

depending on their purpose –, resulting in differing distributed ledger technology design 

architectures.140 As such, blockchains come in multiple types; the original Bitcoin blockchain 

being the most well-known albeit not the only one. A number of independent blockchains 

have been developed in recent years, such as for example Ethereum, Litecoin and Ripple 

Transaction Protocol, to mention just a few.141 A permissionless blockchain is sometimes seen 

as the ‘pure’ form, containing a network of participants unknown to each other yet with equal 

access to read, write and validate information on the blockchain and participate in the 

consensus process.142 An often-cited advantage (and equally often omitted drawback) of a 

permissionless blockchain is that information contained on the blockchain cannot be 

controlled by an individual or a group of individuals – thus maintaining its original 

characteristic of neutrality. However, this neutrality can only be assured as long as an 

individual or group controls less than half of the participants. Public blockchains can be an 

esteemed facilitating tool in supply chain management; tracking movements of assets, thus 

improving transparency and hindering fraud.143 A permissioned, or private blockchain, on the 

other hand, is operated by a single organisation or multiple organisations, where only 

authorised parties may access information on the blockchain, and consensus process is usually 
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carried out by trusted actors of the network (where relationships are governed by formal 

contracts or confidentiality agreements).144  

Centralised organisations, including humanitarian ones, are increasingly beginning to 

investigate how blockchain technology can be used to collaborate with partner agencies 

and/or improve their internal processes – so-called ‘incorporative’ blockchain projects.145 The 

advantages of a private blockchain include the following: They can be designed with a 

specific functionality in mind, they can be more efficient and faster than public versions 

(offering alternative validation incentives to purely economic ones), 146  and they are 

particularly beneficial when organisations want to preserve confidentiality of the information 

they store on the blockchain.147 For example, in line with the UN SDG 16.9, Accenture, 

Microsoft and Avanade are building a permissioned blockchain which brings together already 

existing record-storing systems from public and private institutions into one database. As a 

result, individuals have a set of portable personal credentials that have been validated by a 

number of trusted entities, such as, for example, in the case of a refugee; voter documents 

provided by electoral commissions, birth registration data issued from UNICEF, refugee 

registration data from UNHCR and medical records from Doctors without Borders (MSF). An 

aid-seeking refugee arriving at a border could potentially make use of this information stored 

on the blockchain to prove his or her origin of a conflict-stricken area or his or her need for 

medical assistance.148 However, considering that centralised intermediaries are inevitably part 

of a public blockchain, it is debatable to which extent these blockchain projects are still fully 

peer-to-peer and to what extent security, immutability and censorship-resistance is 

compromised.149  

 

4.2 LITERATURE REVIEW ON MANAGING DIGITAL IDENTITY ON THE BLOCKCHAIN  

Undoubtedly, identity management, i.e. the provision of digital identities, is one of the fields 

in which blockchain-approaches aim to upend existing dominant approaches. Although 

advances in this field date only a few years back, a small body of recent academic literature as 

well as white papers and organisational reports has been composed. As the existing literature 
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on blockchain-based identity management systems is very small at the time of research, there 

will be no division of literature according to specific use cases, i.e. government-based identity 

management systems versus humanitarian identity management systems. Instead, the 

following paragraphs discuss the benefits and drawbacks of blockchain for identity in 

general, according to the revealed trend in the field and the issues connecting the multiple 

sources.  The literature has a twofold purpose: Firstly, to identify the knowledge gap within 

the blockchain-based identity management literature body and secondly, to address the 

remaining two of the three sub questions posed at the beginning of the thesis: Is blockchain 

technology better at addressing problems of identity management than existing approaches 

and technologies? And: What are the challenges of using blockchain technology for identity 

management and what new risks might it create for the beneficiaries of a cash transfer 

program? The following paragraphs will outline focal points of identity being managed on a 

decentralised ledger, clearly distinguishing the gains as well as the drawbacks and risks of the 

technology in this case.  

  

 Much of the literature dealing with distributed ledger technology for identity 

management focuses on the aptitude of the decentralised architecture of blockchain 

technology in comparison to centralised identity management systems. Wolfond Greg claims 

that public and private sector organisations have employed multiple identity management 

solutions – most of them relying on federated authentication provided by a centralised broker 

architecture. While these solutions indeed provide great utility for the end-users, allowing 

them to provide their identity data claims using already trusted third-party credentials (e.g. 

banks), they also pose various security and privacy limitations. These limitations are caused 

largely by the principles of their centralised design. Wolfond emphasises that a decentralised 

model based on blockchain is needed in order to meet necessary privacy and data integrity 

goals. This model would reduce reliance on a single point of trust and failure while at the 

same time prevent any single entity from tracking a user’s data, prevent data mining and 

maintain a verifiable und unalterable trail.150 The authors Dunphy and Petitcolas151 affirm 

Wolfond’s opinion; illustrating how centralised identity management models operated by a 

single entity increasingly face data breaches, which lead to identity fraud, loss of privacy for 

users and to reputational damage. Moving from a centralised to a decentralised network could 
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strengthen the security of personal data, as it significantly lowers the risk of a mass data 

security breach, according to the author Juri Mattila.152 Kewell, Adams and Parry further 

allege that a decentralised characteristic of identity management schemes is likely to ease the 

problem of “identitylessness”. Rather than having a person’s identity authenticated by some 

authority, blockchain technology application can facilitate a gradual accumulation of different 

attributes of identity, thus allowing for a bottom up approach. As a result, an individual’s 

identity is not under the control of any unique authority, nor is it vulnerable to tampering from 

potentially malicious third parties. 153  Jacobovitz states that although digital identity 

authentication may appear to be an intractable difficulty without overseeing global entity – 

compared to a government-issued physical identity – blockchain technology may ease this 

concern by presenting a secure and feasible solution without the need for a trusted, central 

authority.154  

However, the praised decentralised character of blockchain technology also gets 

challenged, for example by the authors Dunphy and Petitcolas, who point out that blockchain 

technology is often seen as a silver bullet for system architectures dominated by 

intermediaries and central authorities, while in reality the role of centralisation and 

intermediaries is often simply reshaped rather than eradicated. Especially in the case of 

permissioned blockchain projects, such as, for example, uPort (relies on central authorities to 

provide trusted identity attributes) or ShoCard, which acts as an intermediary storing 

encrypted identity attributes and further mediates between end-users and relying parties. The 

authors further challenge the negatively connoted concept of an intermediary or central 

authority. They see the research challenge of blockchain-based identity management in 

finding a balance between centralisation and decentralisation in order to create interoperable 

and privacy-respecting identity systems that do not place too much trust in a single authority.  

 

Literature highlights that perceived weaknesses of centralised and federated identity 

management solutions provoke the desire for control over personal data, increased data 

security, and improved privacy protection.  

The authors Zyskind, Nathan and Pentland affirm that a decentralised blockchain-based 

identity system not only enables individuals to prove their identity, but moreover also allows 

them to own and control their data. In line with this, Jacobovitz’s technical report provides a 

list of organisations and projects which are currently using or exploring means of blockchain 
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for identity management, arguing by means of these use cases that individuals have the ability 

to create and manage their own digital identities through the distributed ledger technology, 

offering them greater control over their personal data.155 Indeed, Dunphy and Petitcolas state 

that regular data breaches and, consequently, the loss of privacy of centralised models of 

identity management highlight a lack of control and ownership that end-users undergo with 

their digital identities. Identity management on the blockchain, on the other hand, enables a 

user-centric approach, placing administration and control of personal identity information in 

the hands of the individuals.156 The authors of the GSMA157 and the Sustania158 reports 

further accentuate that control over personal identity information is enabled on the blockchain 

through public and private key cryptography, where an individual can control which data to 

share with whom. This ability to selectively share personal information, i.e. the so-called 

secure blinded infrastructure enabled through “privacy-by-design” is a blockchain 

characteristic that other authors praise, too. Privacy-by-design – also known as “zero-

knowledge-proof” – is the cryptographic technique behind the idea of selectively sharing 

personal information, allowing an identity attribute claim to be made without the need to 

share any additional data other than the explicit identity attribute in question.159 Notably, Pisa 

and Juden propose that individuals use a digital wallet on a blockchain to store identifying 

attributes from trusted authorities. In this way, a person can select which of these identifying 

attributes he or she wants to share with a service provider (depending on the specific 

information this provider needs) without having to share additional information.160 Thus, 

receiving medical assistance in a health center would require only revealing one’s medical 

records, but not, for example, one’s religious affiliation, address or place of birth. In practice, 

Augot et al. introduce a schema of identity management on the Bitcoin blockchain, assuring 

that users are able to disclose selective elements of their identity, which is in line with the idea 

that only necessary information about an individual should be accessible publicly.161 In a 

nutshell: A user-centric identity management system translates into a ‘self-sovereign’ identity 

management system. Christopher Allen explains ‘self-sovereign identity’ as a concept in 
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which trust is enabled without compromising individual privacy.162 Wolfond emphasises that 

current non-blockchain identity systems do not support self-sovereignty, relying instead on 

processes, methods and physical identity documents that do not allow for trusted third parties 

to add identifying attributes to a person’s identity nor for a person to safely authenticate 

themselves and interact with online services.163 The authors Al-Saqaf and Seidler, on the 

other hand, call for precaution, stating that while blockchain technology indeed holds a lot of 

potential for self-sovereign identity, it is imperative to remember that “this is a domain where 

there are challenges, including the extent to which personal information would be exposed 

and possibly subject to attacks”.164  

Incorporated in the concept of a self-sovereign identity is not only control over 

personal data, but moreover also improved data security and privacy protection. Greg 

Wolfond argues that digital identity based on blockchain may help combat rising rates of 

cyber-fraud and cybercrime in relation to digital transactions and identity theft.165 A report by 

Deloitte highlights that although no technology to this day is downright secure, “no one has 

yet managed to break the encryption and decentralised architecture of a blockchain.”166 An 

article by Ron Miller citing ‘blockchain experts’ on the potential of the distributed ledger 

technology in relation to identity management reveals mixed opinions on the matter. While 

Jerry Cuomo, IBM Fellow and VP of blockchain technologies sees the technology already 

demonstrating a large impact in regard to self-sovereignty of identity management, Eve Maler 

(VP of innovation and emerging technology at the identity management firm ForgeRock) sees 

hardly any potential in blockchain-based identity management. She believes that placing 

personal identity information on a public permissionless blockchain results in increased attack 

surface, i.e. that the distributed element of the technology is not appropriate when recording 

sensitive information and rather results in increased privacy considerations.167  

 

 Another recurring theme in literature is the notion of interoperability that authors 

perceive as an added value (and to a certain extent also as a key challenge) of blockchain-

based identity management systems.  The authors Ko and Verity believe that blockchain can 
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greatly address one of the key barriers in humanitarian information management, namely 

information silos between multiple humanitarian actors. Providing a data sharing information 

marketplace on the blockchain that is accessible to all involved users and, at the same time, 

ensures data protection can transcend barriers of unreliable information and information silos 

between different humanitarian stakeholders. In addition, combining time-stamped and 

digitally verified information hosted on an accessible ledger could contribute to an increase of 

transparency of humanitarian data and a decrease of related costs. With the advent of big data 

in humanitarian response, blockchain’s distributed nature makes it possible to have different 

humanitarian actors being able to collect, share and add data on the same network.168 In 

endorsement, author Mattila avers that blockchain-based technology for identity verification 

allows for a more standardised documentation of identity, which again can be used across 

multiple services.169 In contrast to the other authors, the GSMA report sees interoperability as 

a challenge, as self-sovereign identity systems will require willingness from governments, 

organisations and other service providers to share sensitive data outside their internal and 

trusted silos. The report mentions its hope that the transparency, security and trust elements 

offered by blockchain “will remove any remaining excuses organisations might have for 

avoiding collaboration and data-sharing, helping the sector move from an ‘organizational 

focus’ to an ‘issue focus’” – however, the risk remains that permissioned blockchains will 

foster the fragmentation of identity management by keeping data and knowledge trapped in 

organisational silos.170  Similarly, Nir Kshetri sees interoperability, or moreover the agreeing 

on common standards for an invoicing platform and common messaging standards between 

multiple agencies as a key challenge.171 Furthermore, the question of controlling access and 

accountability has not yet been tackled in this regard, i.e. who controls access to this data? 

And who is responsible for this data in an interoperable system involving numerous 

stakeholders? 

 

Contradictions in the literature are also visible regarding costs of blockchain-based 

identity management. According to Wolfond, high registration costs coupled with privacy and 

security risks, together with low convenience processes for users, are the result of today’s 

inefficient identity-verification methods. Hundreds of millions of dollars per year could be 
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saved through increased identity management efficiencies – password management costs 

ranging in the millions alone could be optimised with a shift from legacy to blockchain-based 

identity management systems.172 This conclusion is shared only partly with the report by 

Deloitte and by the author Nir Kshetri, which uncover the cost-related concern of high energy 

consumption, resulting in high aggregate costs caused by the speed and effectiveness of 

blockchain-based information transactions. Kshetri illustrates that writing data in a blockchain 

results in exceedingly high consumption of electricity and use of computing power. 173  This is 

due to the burden of proof-of-work (PoW) consensus. PoW refers to repeated calculations, 

that is, hashing, to solve a complex computer calculation (also known as ‘mining’). This is 

necessary to validate the legitimacy of the transaction and then create a new block (i.e. 

trustless transactions) on the distributed ledger. In essence this means that firstly, transactions 

are grouped together in a so-called ‘block’, secondly, miners (i.e. nodes of systems) solve a 

mathematical puzzle (the so-called proof-of-work problem) to verify the legimitacy of the 

transaction. As this is a timely and costly endeavour, miners are incentivised to taking on the 

burden of the work by receiving a reward – whichever miner solves the puzzle first receives a 

reward paid in cryptocurrency.174 The PoW mechanism presupposes that a number of miners 

work on the same computational puzzle at the same time, thus resulting in high energy 

consumption. This being said, there is an alternative means to PoW to validate transactions on 

the blockchain that needs less energy, namely by means of proof-of-stake (PoS). As the name 

suggests, PoS relies on the stake, i.e. the wealth in form of cryptocurrency coins someone 

holds in the network, rather than on calculating power. The more coins a validator (equivalent 

to a miner in PoW) has, the more possibilities to ‘validate’ (rather than ‘mine’ as in PoW). 

The rationale behind this approach is that “entities who hold stake in the system are well-

suited to maintain its security, since their stake will diminish in value when the security of the 

system erodes.”175 The main difference between PoW and PoS is that in PoS the “creator of a 

new block is chosen in a deterministic way, depending on the respective stake”, i.e. wealth.176 

The reward comes in form of transaction fees rather than in form of a block reward. Overall, 

PoS needs a significantly smaller amount of energy/electricity to secure a blockchain and is, 
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consequently, less costly.177 And yet, costs and disadvantages related to security, energy 

consumption and risk of centralisation aside, PoW and PoS mechanism nonetheless raise a 

paradox and a number of ethical questions in regard to the nature of the technology’s 

decentralisation. In practice, the supposedly decentralised system could be viewed as biased 

in favour of miners with more computational power (in PoW) or more coins (in PoS).178 

Participants with more computational power or more cryptocurrency tokens profit 

disproportionately from mining – due to the fact that rewards are not given to miners 

proportional to computational resources, which this results in an unbalanced reward 

allocation. 179  If, in essence, power over the network is tied to wealth (in form of 

computational power or cryptocurrency tokens), this means that those with computational 

power/excess capital in forms of coins can set the rules, which leads to a centralisation of the 

system.180  

  

In relation to humanitarian aid, a number of authors also touch upon the element of 

inclusiveness when relating blockchain technology to identity management. The scholars 

Kewell, Adams and Parry181 as well as the authors of the GSMA182 report affirm that 

individuals originating from vulnerable, poor or disconnected society segments may never 

have access to government-issued identity documents, due to a number of reasons: The 

government lacks the capacity or will to issue legal identification documents to its citizens, 

the application and registration process is too costly or inconvenient or an individual is 

considered to be stateless. A bottom-up digital identity composed of multiple attributes 

compiled by bits of identifying information of third parties and stored on the blockchain may 

provide a viable solution for many “identityless” individuals.  

 

As with every technology, blockchain is also a double-edged sword – containing 

promising and concerning characteristics. Alongside the favourable prospects of blockchain-

based identity management, a number of concerns and limitations have been raised by the 

same authors, mainly regarding user experience, legal and regulatory challenges as well as 

general concerns regarding the novelty of the technology (especially when applied in the 

humanitarian context).  
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One of the main areas of concern relates to user experience and usability. The Deloitte 

report discusses how blockchain represents a complete shift away from traditional ways of 

doing things, not only for industries and individuals used to significant digital technology 

transformations, but even more so for digitally inexperienced users. Trust and authority are 

placed in a decentralised intricate network rather than a known and tangible central 

institution. This loss of control can be deeply unsettling and unnerving.183 Dunphy and 

Petitcolas exhort that there is a noticeable lack of contextual understanding of user experience 

of blockchain-based identity management schemes. According to the scholars, “usability is a 

particular pressing unknown since there appears to be a widespread assumption that users are 

equipped to conduct effective cryptographic key management, and would intuitively 

understand the implications of referencing identity data or attributes in a DLT [distributed 

ledger technology, i.e. blockchain].”184 Similarly, Ko and Verity mention technical barriers in 

understanding the complex composition of blockchain technology, i.e. apart from access to 

the Internet, the digital divide also extends to those who understand how to navigate securely 

in the Internet – and those who do not. In addition, more appropriate and user-friendly 

applications need yet to be developed.185 Pisa and Juden, on the other hand, reason that a 

decentralised blockchain-based identity management scheme allows for a simplified usability, 

as users are able “to provide verified personal data with the touch of a button rather than 

having to access and submit a wide variety of documents.”186 On this matter, the GSMA 

report argues that a private blockchain platform (compared to a public one) might not only be 

less risky with fewer unknowns (as all participants on the network are known to each other) 

but moreover may also appear to feel less radical for the end-user. In this sense, users may not 

know exactly that blockchain is being employed – for example with the permissioned 

blockchain platform Building Blocks, which creates digital identities for refugees – and the 

way users manage their cash or identities can remain unchanged. And yet, key questions such 

as ‘How will users know that their personal data is sustainably secure on the platform?’ will 

remain. “Despite the widely accepted belief that blockchain technologies replace the need for 

human trust, it is crucial to point out that with permissioned ledgers the user must still trust 

the people who designed the application, the platform owners and the verifiers of data that is 

recorded on the chain,” so the authors of the report.187 Analogue to a potential lack of 

technological understanding of end-users, Nir Kshetri uncovers further obstacles, including 
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the lack of education and information among end-users but moreover also among 

implementing actors.188  

Lastly, but not less importantly, governance-related legal and regulatory challenges 

are raised by a number of authors. The GSMA report claims that legal and regulatory 

frameworks around identity are often vague and fragmented in emerging markets and, 

additionally, that there are no standards as to how to use unproven technology such as 

blockchain, to store, manage and share personal data. Consequently, the question of who 

bears legal responsibility for data in self-sovereign identity systems – the user or the platform 

provider – remains unclear. 189 Dunphy and Petitcolas highlight the globally tightening 

regulatory landscape for storing personal data, including, for example, the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) under which end-users are granted new powers over personal 

data and data controllers are issued with new obligations. This in turn challenges the design of 

an immutable public ledger which references personal data and provides inherent 

transparency to stored data.190 In line with conflicting regulatory requirements of blockchain 

implementation, Kshetri underlines that information stored on a public blockchain cannot be 

modified or deleted – in line with the technology’s principle of immutability –, this feature 

contradicting the right to be forgotten.191 Ko and Verity warn that the social, legal and 

regulatory frameworks relating to blockchain – including applicable privacy norms – are 

developing at a slower pace than the technology itself.192 Furthermore, Pisa and Juden expect 

that the step from pilot projects to large-scale implementation of blockchain-based identity 

management systems will take longer than expected, as organisations will face a number of 

challenges related to operational resiliency, governance and data privacy. They believe that 

organisations and agencies adopting blockchain-based identity management systems must 

inevitably work closely with government entities to ensure that the legal and regulatory 

environment supports the use of these chosen solutions – “the key challenge for any user-

centric ID system is that key central authorities must buy into the system for it to be 

effective.”193  

Although the literature in general presents a predominantly positive outlook of 

blockchain-based identity management, it does, at the same time, recognise that this new 

technology is not a universal panacea. Distributed ledger technology is still in a very early 
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stage of development – especially in identity management – and the direction it will take is 

yet to be decided. As Kewell, Adams and Parry put it: “The essential premise of technology 

affordance is that to understand the uses and consequences of technologies, they must be 

considered in the context of their dynamic interactions between people and organizations.”194 

Is blockchain indeed beneficial and/or necessary for the improvement of a digital identity 

system? This question needs to be considered very carefully, when thinking about its 

application.   

It is apparent that while current blockchain-based identity management literature 

delivers insights regarding the advantages (decentralised, immutable, confidentiality-

protecting) and challenges (costs related to high energy consumption, legal and regulatory 

questions, interoperability) of its structure, specific insights in regard to user experience, 

usability and acceptance are very limited. The following chapter thus provides some insight 

into practical examples of blockchain-based identity systems in humanitarian aid use cases.  

 

4.3 USE CASES ON BLOCKCHAIN-BACKED IDENTITY SYSTEMS IN HUMANITARIAN AID  

The following section offers a brief overview of use cases of blockchain-backed identity 

systems in humanitarian aid: 

 

World Food Programme: “Building Blocks”  

Since early 2017, Syrian refugees in the Jordanian refugee camp Zaatari are able to 

purchase goods at the Tazweed Supermarket by scanning their iris, which thus confirms their 

identity and hence their allocated aid. This new form of cash-, credit card- and voucherless 

payment is the result of the programme “Building Blocks”, one of the first uses of blockchain 

technology for humanitarian aid, run by the World Food Programme in collaboration with the 

biometrics company “EyePay”. Beneficiaries’ personal information is stored in a centralised 

UN database kept on a variant of the Ethereum blockchain.195  

Born out of the necessity to save money lost through high transaction fees of local or 

regional banks, this cash-for-food aid programme turned to blockchain technology in order to 

reduce such fees. According to the WFP executive Houman Haddad, the blockchain-backed 

programme has the potential to go beyond saving money, namely to tackle the identity issue 
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of many Syrian refugees through means of a self-sovereign identity196. Haddad envisions 

Syrians leaving the Zataari camp one day with a digital wallet filled with a number of 

personal identifying attributes, camp transactions and access to financial accounts – 

interlinked by means of a blockchain-based identity system. This digital wallet, so Haddad, 

could enable individuals to partake in the economic world, as employers could transfer his or 

her pay, a bank could view his or her credit history and a border agent could check his or her 

identity attested by the Jordanian government, the UN or possibly even a peer. 197 

Furthermore, educational credentials and relationships to family members could be proven 

and the identity would be portable and could not be revoked by any government or other 

authority.198  

 Initially, in its pilot phase in Pakistan, Building Blocks was running on the public 

Ethereum blockchain, ensuring a tamper- and forge-free system. However, with transaction 

fees adding up and transactions being too slow, Haddad and his team changed to running the 

system on a permissioned Ethereum blockchain. Although transactions are now faster and the 

costs are lower, the main drawback accounts to the fact that a central authority (the UN, i.e. 

its WFP) now has the control over who can participate or cannot and can rewrite transaction 

histories. Rather than getting rid of the banks as intermediaries, the WFP has essentially 

become one.199 This I not only the case of BuildingBlocks, but moreover also in the following 

two examples of BanQu and the Accenture/Microsoft/Avanade.    

 

BanQu: Providing Economic identities for the unbanked people 

The software company BanQu’s mission is to include the world’s poorest and most 

marginalised individuals in the global economy by providing unbanked people200 with a 

portable and digital “economic identity”. An economic identity translates into digital 

credentials defining a person’s history of local, regional or global economic interactions.201 

More specifically, this allows individuals to accumulate identifying, tractable and vetted 

credentials by connecting with various stakeholders who authenticate these credentials such 

as, for example, humanitarian aid organisations, governments, banks and peers.202 These 

accredited credentials have the potential to meet KYC requirements or unlock credit, thus 
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encouraging formal institutions (e.g. banks) to trust individuals lacking legal identities or 

credit histories. In short: Blockchain is used to verify new digital traces.203 These records, 

which are stored on a permissioned Ethereum-based blockchain platform, can include credit 

histories, education records, health documents, property and land records, cash disbursements 

and remote purchases among others204. By means of this economic identity, BanQu aims to 

create economic opportunities for refuges and/or people living in extreme poverty. Moreover, 

they aim to provide users with more control over their own identity, i.e. users are able to 

decide what personal data they want to share with whom due to blockchain’s blinded 

infrastructure/zero-knowledge proof.205  

Economic identities have been created for refugees in Kenya, with the aim to establish 

long-term secure economic profiles that would leverage for financial access as well as access 

to government services. Furthermore, smallholder women farmers in Latin America – who 

face hindrance in financial access due to outmoded property registries and missing land rights 

– have been provided with these blockchain-backed identities.206 

 

Accenture in partnership with Microsoft and Avanade: Blockchain solutions to support 

ID2020 

In support of the UN’s SDG 16.9 of providing legal identification to 1.1 

undocumented billion people worldwide by 2020, Accenture and Microsoft have teamed up to 

build a blockchain-backed digital identity system. 207  An identity prototype based on 

blockchain technology was developed, building on the existing biometric identity system used 

by the UNHCR, enabling numerous parties to access and share data with high levels of 

security and confidence. “The prototype is designed to empower individuals with direct 

consent over who has access to their personal information, and when to release and share 

data.”208 Similar to the system developed by BanQu, this prototype runs on a permissioned 

Ethereum blockchain with the idea of allowing users to accumulate verified personal data. 
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Direct ownership and control over personal data are thus the main focus of the designers.209 

The prototype is still at an early stage of development, but its developers are aiming to 

finalise technical proof-of-concept and deploy numerous pilot projects by 2020.210  

 

While organisations and start-ups have been relatively quick to publicize pilot 

successes, they seldom, if ever, deliver supporting data to elaborate on usability, user 

experience and social acceptance of this novel technology. An absence of quality project data 

may hinder their ability to do so – which makes it all the more important to take this into 

consideration when designing and implementing effective solutions. After a detour in chapter 

5, which explains the concept of a self-sovereign identity, the issue of usability and 

acceptance of technology as identified by means of the literature review will be re-visited in 

chapter 6 (dealing with theories of technology acceptance and usability) and consequently 

chapter 7 (discussing the data analysis).  

5. SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY 

	
Ultimately, the main question with any blockchain-based identity system is whether its 

purpose is to put ownership of digital identities in the hands of its users or if it simply eases 

the way for organisations and states to control people’s digital existence. Differing opinions 

and a battle over this issue – and moreover if it necessarily has to be an either-or decision – is 

to be expected in the upcoming years.211 For now one can say that blockchain-based identity 

systems can thus either fall into one of the two categories:  

 

Blockchain technology as a back-end database 

As in the aforementioned use cases of blockchain in humanitarian aid – Building 

Blocks, BanQu and Accenture & Co.’s prototype in support of ID2020 –, blockchain is 

mainly used as back-end database by means of a permissioned blockchain. Permissioned 

blockchain implies that a central authority has control over who can participate or not. This 

type of blockchain-based identity system simply uses a distributed ledger as its back-end 

database for a more traditional digital identity system. More specifically, a centralised agency 
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(e.g. a humanitarian organisation) provides an identity by performing identity verification of 

individuals based upon already existing credentials such as a birth certificate or government-

issued identity card. These identity attribute attestations are then recorded on a blockchain in 

order for third parties to validate this at a later stage.212 The benefit of this permissioned 

system is – apart from faster and cheaper transaction processes – that identifying information 

of individuals is stored safely, it cannot be taken away and cannot be lost. However, the 

downside is that the responsibility of this information remains in the hands of a single entity, 

such as, for example, an implementing humanitarian organisation. Although this approach 

improves transparency and safe data storage, the humanitarian organisation has control over 

who can join the network and, furthermore, can rewrite transaction histories. 

Blockchain technology aims at creating decentralised and disintermediated systems.213 

But yet, paradoxically, running a narrow permissioned blockchain brings forth the question if 

this is not in fact just a re-allocation of an intermediary? Rather than creating a decentralised 

infrastructure that is controlled by numerous entities in a peer-to-peer network – thus 

eliminating the need of a centralised authority to regulate and control – a system run on a 

permissioned blockchain has led to exactly this unwanted centralisation.214   Can such a 

network still be described as a ‘peer-to-peer’ one if it is limited to a few selected peers within 

a closed network? On a second through, what actually accounts for the ‘peerness’ in a peer-to-

peer network?215 These issues raises questions in regard to the legitimacy of a blockchain-

backed application, i.e. is the use of blockchain an actual beneficial improvement of the 

system or not more than a gimmick. 

Hence, the full potential and innovative characteristics of blockchain technology come 

into play with the second category, namely an “accretionary”216 or ‘self-sovereign’ identity. 

 

 Self-sovereign identity 

Following centralised, federated and user-centric identity, self-sovereign identity is the 

next step, implicating ownership, control and hence autonomy of one’s own identity. 

Although there are differing views on what exactly constitutes as a blockchain-based self-

sovereign identity, the definition used for this thesis is as followed: A self-sovereign identity 

is a digital record of identity attributes that end-users control themselves, i.e. they can add 
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more personal data themselves or ask other entities to do so and consequently are central to 

the administration of their identity.217 Individuals are put in charge of decisions about the 

nature and extent of disclosure of their personal identity information rather than external 

authorities, as in the traditional way, thus creating user autonomy. Claims about identity 

attributes can be either self-affirmed or asserted by a third party, whose authenticity then can 

be verified independently by a relying party. Digital identities are thus no longer issued by 

third parties, however the central element of trust – that these self-affirmed or asserted 

identity claims are true – must still be provided. Hence, the person or organisation acquiring 

evidence for the accuracy of the credentials constituting the digital identity from third parties 

must attain credibility.218 The issue of credibility is thus moved: rather than proving the 

authenticity of the identity information, the authenticity of the evidence must be proven. 219 

Third-party credentials claims are thus the core of self-sovereign identity220.  

However, in regards to the actual implementation of self-sovereign identities, the main 

problem is as followed: decentralised identity is a challenge, as one of the main necessities of 

a functional identity is discovery, i.e. if a personal identifier is presented, it needs to be 

verified by a trusted authority. This leads to centralised directories and again to centralised 

identity systems.221  

This is now exactly where blockchain’s potential comes into play:  Distributed 

ledgers, i.e. blockchain technology can be used in self-sovereign identity systems in order to 

look up decentralised identifiers without having to involve a central directory.222 “These 

ledgers are a type of cryptographic database that is provided cooperatively by a global pool of 

participants instead of a single giant database with a central administrator.”223 

Furthermore, a self-sovereign identity can use blockchain technology, i.e. distributed 

ledger technology to establish a web-of-trust, as digital identities are no longer issued by third 

parties. A single blockchain containing a set of information is copied multiple times in many 

places to create this web-of-trust. This means that no single organisation controls a central 
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database, but instead transactions are orchestrated by a number of computers.224 This entails 

not only interoperability of an identity across multiple locations and services with the user’s 

consent, but also transportability in the sense that it cannot be controlled by one authority (or 

organisation) or even multiple authorities, nor can it be taken away.  In other words; it 

constitutes a decentralised identity system that is robust to system failure and information 

hacking as well as enables the recording and interchange of identity attributes by the user 

itself or by trusted third parties.225 Importantly, it is not the actual document or information 

that is stored on the blockchain (this stays with the owner), but rather a record of the validated 

claim.226 

In practice this could look as followed: An individual has a so-called “digital wallet” 

which can be envisioned as the digital version of a regular paper wallet where important 

documents such as ID, driver’s licence, credit card, etc. are stored. This digital wallet – empty 

at first – could be filled (by the individual him or herself) with identity claims (e.g. birthday, 

address, health information, etc.). These identity claims would then need to be attested by the 

relevant authorities, i.e. passport agencies, driving licence authorities, government entities 

would need to digitally sign these to verify them. Once the claims have been attested, an 

individual could then use these as personal identity information.  

“Rather than just advocating that users be at the center of the identity process, self-

sovereign identity requires that users be the rulers of their own identity”, says Christopher 

Allen, one of the pioneers of self-sovereign identity. It is thus a shift from a “silo mentality” 

to a layer mentality”, meaning that the data layer – where an individual makes claims about 

who he or she is, i.e. date of birth, address, gender, university degrees, etc. – shall be 

separated from the verification layer where the verification that this information is true takes 

place227.  One of the underlying ideas of a self-sovereign identity is that “a simple question 

needs to get a simple confirmation or answer without having to reveal more about 

ourselves”.228 This means that when, for example, a person is asked to prove he or she is over 

the age of 18, he or she would not have to provide his or her birthday as is usually the case, 
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but could instead provide an attested claim that he or she is “over 18”.229 The same goes for 

driving abilities; when renting a car, an individual would not have to provide his or her 

driver’s licence number (which again is usually linked to a Name, birthday and address) but 

could instead provide a claim – attested by the driving licence authorities – that he or she “is 

eligible to drive”. This would mean that only minimal personal identifiable data would be 

shared with a third party, thus reducing the potential of identity loss or theft in case of a data 

breach of the respective third party.  

All this being said, it is apparent that these promising attributes of a self-sovereign 

identity vision really only can excel if its theoretical concept can be translated into practical 

use – not only in means of technical feasibility but moreover for the end-users. This is 

especially true, when the implementation of this new technology aims to benefit and empower 

vulnerable end-users, such as for example beneficiaries of a CTP. For example, what does it 

imply for an end-user to have more control over his or her own digital appearance, but at the 

same time be responsible for establishing and maintaining privacy of this appearance all of a 

sudden? How does a digitally inexperienced person understand what it implies to have ones 

personal information stored on a decentralised ledger? To what extent is secure blinded 

infrastructure (selective disclosure) really secure, if a person does not fully grasp the concept 

behind disclosing certain personal information to a service provider? Are people willing to 

place trust in a decentralised network rather than a known and tangible central institution? If 

the concept of blockchain-based identity management is looked at from a user rather than 

from a systems design perspective, its implementation starts to raise numerous questions in 

relation to its usability for end-users. As the scholars Dunphy and Petitcolas state: “If it isn’t 

usable it isn’t secure.”230  

6. THEORIES ON TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE AND USABILITY  

	
Much of the research on the interface between the somewhat theoretical construct of a 

blockchain-based self-sovereign identity and the practical usability for end-users hinges on 

whether this new form of identity management is in fact ‘usable’ and accepted by its intended 

users. Implementing a new technology system without user acceptance and usability may 

significantly hamper the success of it.231 Even if using the new technology system leads to 
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significant amendment of a user’s status quo, the user is often reluctant to engaging with it.232 

Hence, the crucial defining factor of the success or failure of any technological 

implementation is perceived to lie with user acceptance – as trivial as it may sound it is an 

often-overlooked component of a new systems development.233  

Analysing and predicting usability, user experience as well as user acceptance of 

blockchain-based identity management thus presupposes an in-depth understanding of the 

influencing factors. Understanding what makes people accept a new technology is key not 

only for researchers, but furthermore also practitioners, in order to improve system design 

methods and to predict user response to it as best as possible.234  If and to what extent user-

experience and usability feedback can be translated into specific interface design 

enhancements naturally depends on a multitude of factors. But again, understanding how one 

links to another is the basis for a sustainable user acceptance. This is especially true in 

modern times when technology innovations are spreading across societies increasingly, more 

people becoming dependent on it and questions of appropriate and ethical technology designs 

are increasing.235  

The focus of this thesis lies on the factors of usability and user acceptance, i.e. 

indicators that may predict the level of acceptance of a blockchain-backed identity system. 

For the purpose of clarity, user acceptance here is defined as the attitude towards a 

technology and the willingness to engage with the technology for the intended purpose”236. 

Not equivalent to the notion of acceptance, but closely related is that of usability: Commonly 

understood in terms of “ease of use” and “user-friendliness”, yet lacking a precise definition 

in much of the related literature. The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 

proposes an international standard for usability, whereby the usability of an application refers 

to the “extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals 

with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.237  
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The manner in which a new technology transfers from invention to widespread use (or 

does not) can – among a number of other theories – be explained by means of the Innovation 

Diffusion Theory (IDT). 238  This conceivably fundamental theoretical perspective on 

technology diffusion suggests that an innovation offering relative advantages over presently 

available alternatives, compatibility with social norms and practices of the user, low 

complexity and ease of use, the possibility to explore the use of the technology before 

committing to it, i.e. trialability, and apparent gains of the innovation (observability) will 

diffuse more extensively than a new technology with the opposing attributes. The scholars 

Gary Moore and Izak Benbasat extend these characteristics to an information technology-

specific context, adding an emphasis on discretion and ease of use as decisive elements to 

evaluate technological diffusion.239 This, of course, does not exclude individual end-users’ 

factors such as personality traits, wealth or education, just to mention a few, which also play 

an important role in innovation diffusion.240 

Evidently, innovation diffusion theory provides a framework to study the diffusion or 

adoption of new (information) technology, however provides little insight into actual user 

acceptance. Compared to technology adoption, which portrays a process starting with 

technology awareness and ending with technology embracing and making full use of it by the 

user, technology acceptance represents an attitude towards a technology. Acceptance thus 

poses a prerequisite to adoption.241 This attitude can be influenced by different factors. One 

school of thought dealing with the design and development process of new information 

technology is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) developed by Fred Davis.242 The 

aim of this model is to address and predict acceptance and design problems at the onset of 

technology development rather than once users are already exposed to it.243 The factors 

believed to determine user acceptance are firstly, perceived usefulness (the extent to which a 

user perceives the system to improve his or her status quo) and secondly, perceived ease of 

use (the extent to which a user perceives the system to be free from effort). These two factors 

are seen by TAM to have a pivotal influence on a user’s acceptance of a new system, with a 
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special emphasis on the latter. Ease of use of a system can be translated into effort expectancy 

and is closely related to complexity, which is significant especially at the beginning of the 

technology implementation and becomes insignificant with extended and sustained usage.244  

Besides the already above-mentioned factors, facilitating conditions are also perceived 

to portray an influencing factor in technology acceptance (in innovation diffusion theory, 

technology acceptance model and theory of planned behaviour). Facilitating conditions can be 

explained as the extent to which a person identifies the existence of a technical or 

organisational infrastructure to support them in the use of the system.245  This ranges from 

guidance in the selection of the system, over specialised instruction to personalised assistance 

with system difficulties.246 Linked to facilitating conditions is perceived behavioural control, 

indicating an individual’s being in control when using the system, an individuals’ available 

resources that are necessary to use the system adequately, and possibly also the compatibility 

with previously used systems.247  

 One may argue that a prerequisite of technological diffusion and acceptance is the 

actual usability of a technology. Research that focuses profoundly on this concept and 

subsequently the development of more user-centered technology is that of Human-Computer 

Interaction (HCI) – “though not equivalent to the concept of acceptance, most HCI 

researchers assume that the more usable a technology is made, the greater its chances of 

proving acceptable to users.”248 HCI concerns itself not only with the actual human-computer 

interaction, but moreover also the knowledge about that socio-technical interaction.249 A user 

is seen as anyone trying to accomplish whatever he or she set out to do using the technology, 

by computer any technology from general desktop computer-to-computer systems and control 

systems is referred to, and interaction relates to the direct or indirect communication between 

a user and a computer.250 An important aspect to consider when talking about the concept of 

usability is that it depends largely on the specific “product” that is to be implemented, i.e. 

reaching conclusions about ease of use is very difficult as intercultural differences in the 

understanding of and concern for use variables differ, making it hard to universalise them.251 
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According to Paul Booth, unravelling the correlation between the functionality of a system 

and the understanding of it, is a challenge and furthermore “the way a user understands a 

system mediates the user’s perception of functionality.”252 

Evidently, researchers and practitioners trying to develop more usable and humanly 

accessible systems come to a set of common factors regarding technology acceptance and 

usability – thus blurring the fine lines between the different theories and research traditions. 

While there is no comprehensive theory or model (yet) that can explain and predict user 

acceptance wholly, common factors across all above-mentioned models can be identified as 

perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. Numerous system designers consider a lack 

of user-friendliness of systems as being the key barrier to user accessibility, usability and 

evidently user acceptance. “For a complex system to be well designed we need to rely on 

something more than simply our intuition”, meaning that with complex new systems, our 

personal notion of good and bad are not sufficient.253 

 All this being said, one important aspect to mention in regards to usability – or 

moreover acceptance – is that it depends largely on whether the use of the technology is 

mandated or voluntary254 – this is particularly interesting to remember when implementing a 

technology in a humanitarian aid context, where participation is hardly ever mandatory (i.e. 

food distribution, cash transfers), but people are often faced with no other choice than to 

participate.  

The ‘hypotheses’ of the just outlined theories and models will guide the following 

analysis of this thesis by exploring which influencing factors are pivotal for the successful 

implementation of a newly proposed blockchain-based identity system in CTPs in regard to 

end-users. The aim is to analyse if and to what extent the pivotal factors of user acceptance 

and usability as portrayed in the above-mentioned theories can help understand and help draw 

a nuanced conclusion on the usability and user acceptance of a blockchain-based identity 

management system. As such, derived pivotal factors are interwoven into the interview 

questions directed at the CTP/digital identity/blockchain experts.. The aim of the analysis in 

the following chapter is the discovery of patterns that appear among numerous data 
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observations, i.e. interview respondents’ answers, which point to – and reveal – a better 

understanding of user acceptance and usability.  

7. DATA ANALYSIS 

	
This chapter tackles the main research question:  What are the potentials and challenges of a 

blockchain-backed identity management system for beneficiaries of a cash transfer program 

in regard to usability and technology acceptance? It does so by addressing these potentials 

and challenges as seen by experts of the field of humanitarian CTPs and relevant secondary 

sources. The following sections are divided into six sub sections according to overarching 

themes based mainly on a comprehensive content analysis of the interviews255 conducted with 

people affiliated either with cash transfer programming, and/or digital identity and/or 

blockchain technology. The sub sections are made up of two parts: The first part addresses the 

findings based on responses of interviewees – and in order to underline the respondents’ 

arguments or to complement said information with supplementary evidence, secondary 

sources are incorporated into the analysis. The second part includes approaches and 

explorations of 510’s planned CTP system as a case study.256 The idea is to give an overview 

of the foreseen challenges and potentials by a number of respondents and the literature and 

subsequently demonstrate how 510 as a case study is tackling these issues with its own 

project on future cash based assistance.  

 

7. 1 INFRASTRUCTURE AND ACCESS TO (MOBILE) DIGITAL DEVICES  

7.1.1 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUE   

The most straightforward and unsurprising main challenge in creating digital identities based 

on blockchain technology is the issue of infrastructure and access. More often than not, 

humanitarian aid is either provided in areas of low digital penetration and low Internet 

connectivity, such as in remote or rural communities, or in situations of conflict, where an 

Internet connection may be down for long periods of time. Digital penetration is spreading 

across the globe – while in 1995 only 16 million people, i.e. 0.4% of the world population 

used the Internet in some form, usage spread up to 4157 million, accounting for 54.4% of the 
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world population by 2017257 – but needless to say that not all parts of the globe are included 

in this global grid of connectivity. Although current Internet penetration and mobile phone 

growth rates are increasing largely in developing countries258, recent data shows that nearly 

four billion individuals in the developing world lack access to the Internet.259 Hence, digital 

(self-)registration creates an inescapable access issue for individuals without a personal digital 

device (e.g. mobile phone, computer or tablet), as well as for those without the possibility of 

access through the device of a family member or acquaintance. This foundational issue 

remains an unresolved problem. The most commonly adopted solution is one of the 

following: Facilitate access through a delegate of a humanitarian organisation providing 

digital devices (e.g. tablets, mobile phones) and assistance or implement this new identity 

system solely in places of widespread digital connectivity.  If and to which extent the 

challenge of infrastructure and access will dissolve in the next five to ten years and 

consequently make a high-tech identity solution more usable for end-users remains yet to be 

answered. 

 

7.1.2 CASE STUDY: 510’S FCBA 

510 envisions a fully digital system with widespread use of self-registration that enables 

people to have more ownership over their data which is stored on their own device and/or is 

accessible by them directly. Nonetheless, currently and most likely in the nearer future, local 

context does not allow for a fully digital option due to various reasons – including 

connectivity, digital infrastructure and access to this infrastructure. Hence, 510 is adapting to 

the given situation. This means that registration can happen twofold: Firstly, through a 

delegate, i.e. a volunteer or staff member of the implementing humanitarian organisation. It 

should always be possible to conduct registration by delegate (as is the status quo), not simply 

due to a lack of access to mobile infrastructure but, moreover, due to challenges of interaction 

with the registration system caused by illiteracy and/or disabilities (e.g. blindness, lacking a 

body part needed for biometric registration or a signature and so forth). It is thus inevitable to 

exclude the option by delegate in order to safeguard widespread inclusiveness. Secondly, in 

an increasingly digitised world, 510 is eager to tap into the possibilities of self-registration. 

By designing a system that does not only serve the option of input by a delegate but, 
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additionally, also self-registration, the system can be sustainable and profitable in the long-run 

– presuming that in the future, self-registration may very well be a valid option for many 

people of 510’s target group.  

 

7. 2 TOPICALITY OF PERSONAL INFORMATION AND THE ADDED VALUE OF AN IDENTITY 

7.2.1 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUE   

Once initial registration has taken place, either through self-registration or with the help of an 

intermediary – say a staff member or volunteer of a humanitarian agency – individuals must 

be able to keep their information up to date in order to live up to the idea of a self-sovereign 

identity. Hence, the issue of topicality arises, i.e. keeping personal data up-to-date. This is 

seen as a challenge, as described by one of the respondents: 

“If money is involved, all would register, that would not be the issue, but keeping it up 

to date is the most difficult part […] when a baby is born, or when someone gets lost 

or dies: How to keep it up to date? What if during a situation of armed conflict there is 

no access to the Internet for over a year and a child is born during this time, how can 

information be updated, registered?”260 

Keeping personal data up-to-date, thus, unsurprisingly depends heavily on access to and 

understanding of the digital device. However, the topicality of a person’s personal 

information hinges not only on the access to and understanding of digital devices, but 

furthermore also on the incentive to do so. One of the respondents raised this issue with the 

following concern: “Within a community there must be an incentive for people to keep their 

data up-to-date, but this incentive is not sure yet.” Believing that individuals will use their 

personal digital devices to update their personal information or travel long distances to a place 

of digital connectivity to do so is a premature presumption. Keeping this personal information 

up-to-date is an investment that requires time and trust of sharing personal information.261 In 

this regard, the added value of keeping this information up-to-date seems to be missing for the 

end-users.  

This being said, there are differing views between some of the responders and the 

literature regarding the added value. While much of the academic and grey literature stresses 

the value of an ID for each and every individual, the respondents, on the other hand, were 
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more reluctant to this notion, the main reason being the question: Who actually benefits most 

of an intact identity system – the aid-providing agency or the individual him- or herself? As 

one of the respondents says:  

“There must be an added value for a beneficiary to provide personal information [to 

create a digital ID]. Once the service is done, what’s left for the beneficiary should 

have added value that stays. At the moment they give us [humanitarian organisation] 

more than we give them by registering them, i.e. information that they provide is being 

used.” 

Benefits for organisations and transparency for donors hence (still) seem to be more highly 

prioritised than the direct value for the beneficiary; this is actually the message of this 

respondent. This challenge is also recognised by a report of USAID, stating that “an initial 

investment to support the formation of a DID [digital identity] system will get it off the 

ground, but long-term viability requires more.”262 By ‘more’, the report refers to “access to a 

broad range of widely valued services”.263 Having an ID that can be used across a number of 

programs, offering access to more than one service would thus be an added value and could 

possibly account as an incentive. “As ID systems are increasingly linked to a variety of 

services, their value increases; this in turn supports inclusion and continued participation in 

the ID system. Increased inclusion promotes data availability, and more data can help the 

system run more efficiently, which creates value for the institutions investing in the DID 

systems.”264 If the system thus takes user satisfaction into consideration – rather than only 

organisational needs – the identity system has a higher chance of growth and sustainability. 

This important identity element strengthens the rationale for a self-sovereign identity, 

which, among other things, aims at a blockchain-backed interoperable identity usable across 

various sectors. Nonetheless, more often than not, interoperability hinges on the willingness 

of organisations and institutions to do so, as discussed in chapter 4 on the challenges of digital 

identity systems.  

Another challenge closely related to topicality of data that was raised by the 

respondents, is the right to be forgotten, i.e. “the right to have his or her personal data erased 

and no longer processed where the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the 

purposes for which they are collected or otherwise processed”265 which came into effect by 

May 25th 2018 under the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This data subject 
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right could prove to be problematic when considered against one of the key characteristics of 

blockchain, namely immutability of data. Article 17 of the GDPR requires the “erasure” of 

personal data of individuals when they invoke their right “to be forgotten” – or more simply 

to delete or correct a falsely put in piece of information.  

“In terms of GDPR, if you think of the nature of the blockchain – a blockchain is 

immutable, so once data would be committed there you, let's say you or someone on 

behalf of you inserted this information which wasn't correct – or the data contained 

something you didn't want to know – you cannot overwrite the data, which is not a 

good thing.”  

Although the interpretation of the obligation to “erase” data is not yet clearly defined, a literal 

reading of article 17 could be problematic, i.e. it is unclear how the blockchain-backed storing 

of personal data can comply with this GDPR requirement.  

 

7.2.2 CASE STUDY: 510’S FCBA 

As discussed in the aforementioned section, keeping personal information up-to-date after 

initial registration has taken place is twofold: Firstly, there needs to be a technical solution 

and secondly, there also needs to be an incentive for end-users to do so. In regard to the 

technical component, a potential solution of 510 lies in incentivising agents to keep 

information up-to-date by means of a reward. This reward could be either financial or targeted 

at reputation. This would work in a similar fashion as the PoW or PoS protocol with 

blockchain (as discussed in chapter 4), where miners receive a reward for having solved the 

hash puzzle and thus having up-to-date ledgers. However, in the case of a financial reward, 

this would imply that the amount of funding for people in need would be reduced (unless 

validators are also people in need of aid) and in the case of reputation, the exact mechanism 

would need to be designed. Could, for example, a validator’s own trust score increase with the 

amount of claims he or she attested?  

 From an end-user perspective, 510 is focussing on community engagement to find out 

more about what such an incentive could embody. By nature of design a self-sovereign 

identity has the potential of being interoperable – that is, usable for a variety of services of 

differing humanitarian organisations. From a beneficiary perspective 510 sees added 

benefits/incentives in the feature of re-usability and interoperability of a self-sovereign 

identity, which has the potential to reduce the times individuals need to re-register as well as 

time spent queuing in line to re-register. Comprehensibly, registration is almost always linked 

to expectation (of receiving aid) – which can result in frustration in case of an unfulfilled 
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outcome (if an individual turns out not to be eligible for aid). 510 is aware that the emotional 

aspect that naturally comes with registering for a CTP – that is hope, expectation, 

disappointment and frustration – cannot be changed by means of a new system. But what can 

be changed is the speed at which aid can be delivered to the beneficiaries, which can be 

decisive in situations of humanitarian crises. These arguments, however, are based on the 

assumption of what end-users (should) find important – which may not be in line with what 

they themselves find important. The balance of a humanitarian organisation such as the Red 

Cross lies between their responsibility in “protecting” beneficiaries with regard to their 

personal data versus the beneficiaries’ right to decide whether they care about their data’s 

safety or not. This raises an interesting debate on its own, which, however, cannot be 

discussed in the scope of this thesis but needs to be kept in mind.  

In regard to the compatibility of GDPR regulations – especially the right to be 

forgotten – 510 does not yet have a clear approach. GDPR and blockchain are not compatible, 

especially not in the case where identity information is stored on the blockchain. However, 

there are ways to tackle this problem to be GDPR-compatible, for example when the identity 

credentials themselves are not stored directly on the distributed ledger, but instead only a hash 

of these identity files. This means that the identity itself is stored on a local device or a cloud 

storage or the like, which is encrypted end-to-end. The blockchain itself only stores the hash, 

which means that if something in the original document is changed, i.e. an identity credential, 

the hash won’t match anymore, showing that there has been an alteration. Although 

individuals may not be able to delete the evidence that they were once assigned an identity on 

the blockchain, they are, however, able to delete the identifying credentials. Especially in the 

case of a system designed with zero-proof-knowledge, these can be revoked. This may 

suggest that the right to be forgotten might not be the necessary factor anymore. Evidently, 

510 still needs to puzzle out this challenge in order to make it GDPR accordant. 

 

7.3 COMPLEXITY OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOOLS AND END-USER PRIVATE AND PUBLIC KEY 

MANAGEMENT 

7.3.1 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUE   

Using and applying blockchain technology in the humanitarian and development sector poses 

challenges similar to the adoption of new technology in general – for end-users as well as for 

humanitarian and development practitioners. Nonetheless, the complexity of blockchain 

technology itself introduces new hitches particularly for end-users, thus furthering this 
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challenge even more.266 Research and respondents suggest that using complex cryptographic 

tools remains a challenge and contains noteworthy room for development in order to be 

understood by and appeal to a wide range of users.267 This is especially the case for users who 

are unfamiliar with the Internet and digital devices. The literature review in chapter 4 already 

touched upon this issue, one of the main findings regarding usability being that blockchain 

represents a complete shift away from traditional ways of doing things, especially for digitally 

inexperienced users.268  

The challenge thus lies in the management of end-user private and public keys. More 

often than not, there seems to be the supposition that end-users are able to conduct effective 

cryptographic key management.269 More specifically, “blockchain technology wallets can and 

have provided friendly interfaces that facilitate public key cryptography. But users need to 

manage their private keys and safely store them somewhere, somehow.”270 Storing a private 

key could be in the form of a paper containing a QR code or a password. The respondents’ 

opinions on the ability of people to store important ‘papers’ or documents differ, i.e. there 

seem to be cultural differences in the understanding and perception of storing a document. 

Losing a private key poses a grave menace, and to date there are no existing solutions to 

physical theft of private keys.271 Two respondents mentioned that there were incidents in 

which distributed information flyers were brought back to the organisation the next day, 

rather than keeping on to them, as the purpose of holding on to the flyer was unclear to the 

recipients. It is noteworthy to mention that the ability to store – and how to store – a 

document naturally depends hugely on the local context. Hence it is crucial to explore local 

conditions and customs before deciding on what form a document-holding information to 

their private key should/could take on in order to be locally appropriate. One could argue that 

the use of biometrics, for example a fingerprint or an iris scan, instead of a password or PIN 

code, poses an alternative and ‘loss-resistant’ method of identification. Nonetheless, this again 

raises a whole new set of questions: In cases of identity theft, a body part naturally cannot be 

exchanged, using a body part rather than a password can be very invasive for individuals and 

so forth.272  
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Additionally, engagement with cryptographic tools presupposes the individual’s 

understanding of the implications of storing and handling identity data in a distributed 

ledger.273 A widespread adopted approach seems to be that “end-users do not need to own or 

directly use the technology to benefit from its deployment”.274 Meaning that only because the 

technology of the system changes, it does not mean the user interface needs to change, too. 

Aid:Tech is an organisation that has deployed blockchain for humanitarian purposes. 

Although using blockchain for the digital transaction and not the identity registration, one of 

the co-founders mentioned: “They [the beneficiaries] had no idea that they were on the 

blockchain, using cutting-edge technology [...] it all worked.” However, this approach raises 

doubts and ethical questions related to consent, which will be discussed in more detail in 

section 7.4. 

Taken together, these above-mentioned challenges might prove too demanding for 

individuals and populations with relatively low levels of literacy and education (if not for the 

majority of average Internet users). And yet, the authors Pisa and Juden offer a contrary 

argument, emphasising that more often than not digital tools handling identity allow for 

simplified usability, as users are able “to provide verified personal data with the touch of a 

button rather than having to access and submit a wide variety of documents.”275 Furthermore, 

people’s capabilities in general and moreover in crisis should not be underestimated, as one of 

the respondents mentioned:   

“People in crisis are very resourceful: If you give them something to allow them to 

build on their capability to adapt, then they will use it. Give people something that is 

useful for them. If you build something that is only useful for the NGO, then you will 

be passing on the cost of the use on to the beneficiary and the beneficiary will not want 

to use it.”  

Solutions to tackle the issue of handling complex cryptographic tools could thus take the form 

of one of the following ways (or as a combination of both). Firstly: compatibility with 

familiarity, that is, using the knowledge and resources of the target population to bridge the 

gap between the new tool and what they already know. By allowing for methods that build 

upon an already familiar foundation of knowledge or practice, people can adapt and hence use 

the new tool/system. Secondly: making use of intermediaries that can facilitate end-users with 

access to cryptographic tools: “The only way to break out of this impasse is to devise 

alternatives that furnish end-users with access to cryptographic tools via intermediaries such 
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as community-based organisations, small enterprises and/or local governments.”276 It appears 

to be evident that the role of an intermediary is inevitable in certain cases and in the near 

future. And yet, the intermediary role is somewhat ambiguous and paradox. On the one hand, 

an intermediary seems to be the best solution for widespread inclusion. On the other hand, 

respondents mention that dependency on an intermediary may actually foster exclusion 

through, for example, favouritism of the community leader, fear instilled by the community 

leader, gender disparities on a community level or within households and so forth. The 

intermediary thus indeed portrays a predicament. 

In the long run, the idea of a self-sovereign identity would be for the individual to 

have complete control over his or her identity, without the influence or dependency on an 

intermediary. However, if self-registration and self-management is the full way to go, or if 

intermediaries are needed, this depends largely on the local context. Currently, it appears to 

be inevitable to exclude the powerful role of an intermediary, i.e. facilitator in the form of an 

NGO staff member, a volunteer or a community leader, in order to transmit information and 

smooth the path to widespread end-user usability.  

 

7.3.2 CASE STUDY: 510’S FCBA 

A number of issues related to the complexity of cryptographic tools were revealed during the 

interviews with respondents, including the support role of intermediaries, blockchain 

technology wallets, the storing of documents per se and, lastly, the user-friendly interface. In 

the case of the proposed FCBA project, the Red Cross has a big advantage: They usually have 

a large local network of Red Cross and Red Crescent branches containing local volunteers 

who are part of the communities. Currently, for the proposed project pilot in Malawi, they are 

hence engaging with staff members of the Malawian Red Cross to disclose challenges and 

possibilities of a new system. Community engagement, including interviewing potential end-

users of the system, is on the agenda as one of the consequent steps needed to proceed prior to 

implementation. The fear that dependency on an intermediary may actually foster exclusion 

naturally cannot be fully eliminated as long as intermediaries are involved. However, the 

likelihood of exclusion should be relatively small considering the Red Cross movement and 

its involvement of local volunteers.  

 Attention must be laid on the inclusion of people who do not own a digital device or 

cannot access one if needed. In cases like this, 510 proposes centralised registration centres 

where a person will be able to register in the system by interacting with a Red Cross delegate 
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without any need of digital knowledge. The credentials will then most likely be stored on 

paper, i.e. a so-called digital paper wallet which the end-user will keep with him- or herself. If 

and how this document can/will be stored by the end-user depends largely on the local context 

and is currently being explored.  

Another question mark that has been raised is that of a “friendly interface”. Although 

often mentioned in literature and in colloquial language, there arises a legitimate issue What 

constitutes a user-friendly interface? This is a question that 510 will have to tackle once the 

back-end part of the system has been designed and the focus will be shifted to the front end, 

that is, the interface. Although 510 is relatively far in thoughts about the user interface, local 

application has yet to be explored. The team is planning a pilot project run with staff members 

of the Netherlands Red Cross in July 2018 to test the system mainly from a back-end 

perspective (Can people register successfully? Can users receive digital cash in form of a 

token? etc.), but will also make note of the usability of the system from an interface 

perspective (Can people interact with the mobile application? Is the interface clear to them? 

etc.). These insights will be used to optimise the design of the system for actual use cases 

planned in the near future, which inevitably will have to be adapted depending on local 

contexts (established through careful considerations of local context and respective 

community engagement). 

 

7.4 USER CONSENT AND CONTROL OVER PERSONAL DATA – INNOVATION VERSUS 

EXPLOITATION 

7.4.1 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUE   

Tightly interwoven with the issue of the complexity of cryptographic tools is that of user 

consent and being in control of one’s personal data. User consent is mentioned by the 

respondents as being one of the main challenges of a (self-)registration system based on 

technology. Personal data protection is an integral part of protecting the integrity and dignity 

of individuals and, hence, of fundamental meaning for humanitarian organisations.277 Consent 

is “any freely-given, specific and informed indication of agreement by the Data Subject to the 

collection and processing of Personal Data relating to him or her”, by means of a written or 

oral statement.278 However, the crucial detail lies within the difference between consent and 
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informed consent. Informed consent boils down to an individual’s understanding of risks 

associated with providing personal data. One of the respondents described this challenge in 

the following example of individuals’ registering for a CTP in Nigeria:  

“In Nigeria, where there is a low literacy rate and people are limited in their data 

preparedness […] For example, people could not write so they just gave a fingerprint 

because they could not provide an autograph. So even though consent was asked, it is 

doubtful that those who registered truly understood what consent meant – and even less 

what they actually consent to.” 

Informed consent is exceedingly complicated, because data protection regulations are 

increasingly complex, i.e. including the GDPR guidelines. Humanitarian staff members 

understanding the legal framework of GDPR is one factor, but explaining this to another 

person is something else.  In line with this, a respondent also mentioned the correlation 

between a lack of understanding of data value and consent. More specifically: It would be 

difficult or even unrealistic to expect beneficiaries to give informed consent considering the 

lack of understanding of data value. Although the majority of the responders mentioned that 

people were not reluctant to provide personal information to a humanitarian organisation, the 

example of Nigeria cannot be generalised. An anecdote of one of the respondents regarding 

refugee registration in a UNHCR refugee camp in a European country279 demonstrates the 

opposite:  

“In [country name kept anonymous] they were very weary of their data. Especially, 

providing it to UN bodies as they thought it might have further consequences for 

request for asylum.”  

Even without – or possibly as a consequence of not – fully understanding to what they were 

consenting to, individuals can be hesitant to provide personal data.  Another related 

fundamental issue is that of free consent. Although giving consent incorporates “any freely-

given […] indication of agreement”, it is questionable how far consent is indeed “free” if it is 

pegged to humanitarian aid. People in crisis often have no other choice than to hand over their 

data and information in order to receive much-needed aid.  

“Does an individual in crisis really have a choice not to give consent? If you are 

offering people in crisis something which they need, they will take it, and as such they 

have no real free consent […] people in crisis take more risk and have less choice […] 

Getting someone’s consent today might not be in line with the risks of the future, as 
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technology and therefore the uses of data change. So the question lies in the 

legitimacy of this consent. With CTP you often collect more data and then you share it 

with a third party service provider who may then use this data for more than just 

making the transfer of cash requested by the humanitarian agency. What are the risks 

for the individual and what is going to happen to this data?”  

A journalistic video published by the Grassroots media start-up ‘Redfish’ in March 2018 

further illuminates the issue of free consent in relation to the Refugee Iris scan pilot project 

deployed by the UNHCR in Jordan. In the Zataari and Azraq refugee camps, Syrian refugees 

can obtain humanitarian aid through scanning their irises. In the video documentary, the 

reporter Yasmin Fanselow criticises that Syrian refugees have no other choice than to give 

their consent to iris scan registration in order to receive the aid that is necessary to survive. 

Furthermore, she raises the question of who actually benefits most from the deployment of 

new technology and if vendors are not simply cashing in on crises by using vulnerable people 

as guinea pigs.  

 With the involvement of new technologies in the data collection process, the difficulty 

to understand the risks and benefits of giving consent to data collection increases.280 The 

deployment of a complex cryptographic tool such as blockchain technology in all likelihood 

is thus expected to intensify this challenge (as outlined in section 7.2). Hence, is it valid to say 

that – from a beneficiary’s perspective – a system can be accepted if it cannot incorporate free 

consent? Pegging identity management to humanitarian aid programmes – including CTP’s – 

opens up a whole new set of ethical questions. To date, there seems to be no solution to this 

challenge.  

“We have not yet cracked the nut of getting consent from people; it is more about 

covering oneself [the organisation] rather than getting actual consent.”  

However, approaches in tackling this challenge did come through in the discussions, namely 

by means of, firstly, protection through laws and regulations and, secondly, as far as possible: 

education for those implementing the new system as well as for its end-users. 

Firstly, most humanitarian organisations are required to take more responsibility for the 

consideration of risks and benefits when collecting an individual’s personal data. This can, for 

example, be through regularly reviewing their adopted data responsibility and protection 

mechanisms and training of implementing staff in the field. This is especially crucial in the 

advent of new technologies, which tend to run ahead of local policies and regulations.  
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While industrialised countries are slowly catching up with their regulatory and legal 

framework in regard to blockchain technology, most developing countries’ regulatory 

capacities are still emerging. Humanitarian organisations thinking of implementing a new 

digital (identity) system should thus ensure that local development priority is not bypassed 

nor that the lack of regulatory knowledge is exploited281.  

“If you want to bring aid, you want to focus on bringing aid, and not lose time by 

focussing on first getting to know the laws. But there were talks to local community 

and governors before aid was distributed; but in those talks the data responsibility as 

not brought up.” 

When confronted with the question on data protection laws and regulations, a number of 

respondents answered that data protection laws do exist in theory, yet in practice they are 

often either left out due to unfeasibility and time pressure related to the crisis, or not 

transparent to them at all. 

 Furthermore, targeted individuals or communities should receive appropriate and 

context-sensitive information and education on what it means to give consent to data 

collection and processing. Most people are not hesitant to provide personal information, but 

“vulnerabilities are a big concern”, states one of the respondents. Therefore, in order to 

create awareness and sensitisation, if applicable, community meetings are typically conducted 

prior to the registration process where the procedure is explained to the community.  

Naturally, it is necessary to balance consent with the given situation, i.e. such as in a 

situation of precarious crisis, where the distribution of aid were to be hampered, delayed or 

prevented due to the difficulty of getting informed consent prior to data collection. In this 

case, the aid-providing organisation could provide information regarding conditions of data 

collection in a less targeted and individualised way, such as by means of public notes or 

community gatherings.282  More than one respondent mentioned that there “simply was no 

time” to ensure informed consent of all the beneficiaries due to time constraint and the 

urgency of the aid distribution.  

The second aspect mentioned in the opening sentence of this paragraph is that of 

control over personal data. One of the main goals and prerequisites of a self-sovereign 

identity is to provide end-users with more control over their data, inter alia, through consent. 

The importance of being in control of one’s own data depends largely on the local context, so 

said a number of respondents. For example, in Afghanistan many people were well aware that 

they could be geo-located through mobiles and were very cautious about the fact that they 
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could be tracked. The risk of sharing data was perceived as being very high for them. In the 

Ukraine, on the other hand, most people under the age of 60 had smartphones and were aware 

of the “risk” of being geo-located or of having personal data taken without their consent, but 

perceived it as less important.283 On the other hand, in all fairness: How much does the 

average person really care about being in control over personal information?  

“Nobody really reads terms and conditions – how much do people really think about 

data protection in daily life? […] But people who have fled because of conflict may 

well be more aware of risks than the ‘average’ person. It is thus important to discuss 

with affected communities how they understand risk and the likely impact on them. 

Only through a conversation with a wide cross section of the community can the 

impact of risk from a community perspective be understood.”  

Based on the respondents’ answers, it seems fair to conclude that the importance of control 

over personal data seems to vary depending on the local context, i.e. the perceived risk 

associated with personal data. In cases of armed conflict and forced displacement, personal 

information is associated with a higher value and risk than in situations of natural disaster.  

7.4.2 CASE STUDY: 510’S FCBA 

510’s mission is to use data in order to improve the timeliness and (cost) effectiveness of 

humanitarian aid and to enhance preparedness and coping capacities for people in disaster and 

crises areas.284 To this end, 510 is extremely aware of the responsible use of beneficiary data 

guided by its protection mandate as a Red Cross organisation and its mission to ensure the 

applicability of the fundamental Red Cross principles while using data. In line with rapid 

technological developments and the increasingly inter-connected world, 510 sees the potential 

and obligation to make use of these developments in order to provide adequate humanitarian 

assistance. Nonetheless, technology not only poses potential for enhancement of processes 

but, moreover, also new challenges. Hence 510 has developed a Data Responsibility Policy 

with the purpose of incorporating concise and workable principles for a responsible use of 

data in its projects, programmes and overall work. “While legal instruments on data 

protection are an important step to enhanced transparency, data responsibility takes into 

account ethical considerations that go beyond compliance”. 285  The policy has been 

complemented with additional resources – such as training materials and a guideline for a 

threat and risk assessment – to safeguard feasible implementation.286  
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In regard to the issue of consent, 510 lays emphasis on getting informed consent by 

means of an oral or written statement or a clear affirmative action. Again, this raises questions 

regarding the underlying issue of informed consent versus informed free consent. More 

specifically, when individuals register for a digital blockchain-backed identity, they are 

required to provide a certain set of identifying credentials to be able to register. In this sense – 

as with any targeted aid distribution – the issue of free (informed) consent is not solved. 

However, by designing a blockchain-backed self-sovereign identity allowing for data 

minimisation and selective disclosure by design, i.e. by means of a cryptographic technique 

known as zero-knowledge proof, 510 aims at providing owners of the identity control once 

they have registered – and for the remaining time thereafter. Individuals can be in control over 

their identity by means of controlling the private key linked to the digital identity.  

 

 

7.5 THE HUMAN AS INTERMEDIARY AND VALIDATOR 

7.5.1 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUE   

Having a human in the identity/registration process is a double-edged affair, as touched upon 

in section 7.3. On the one hand, it seems inevitable to have an intermediary/facilitator for 

those who are in need of assistance due to digital inexperience or other hindrances such as 

blindness, illiteracy, etc. Assistance is especially crucial in a more complex system, such as a 

blockchain-backed identity system. On the other hand, there cannot be a fully self-sovereign 

ID system as long as there is an intermediary in the loop, and dependency on an intermediary 

can also foster exclusion through favouritism, gender disparities, etc. In reality though, as 

long as digital penetration and access to digital devices remains low, it is inevitable to exclude 

the intermediary in the process of identity registration. The key in this situation is trust. 

Respondents’ prevalent opinion is that trust from an end-user’s perspective lies with the 

people collecting the information rather than with the actual technology. Engaging in face-to-

face conversation with people, responding to questions and uncertainties in real time and 

representing a familiar face or organisation conveys trust and thus access to affected people.  

For a humanitarian organisation this means that the perception of the people is crucial:  

“[The key to a successful program implementation] goes beyond the risk management, 

beyond legal aspects and beyond security – of course all these frameworks are needed 

to not be porous to attacks, but the particular community needs to trust you.” 
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Hence, two factors should be taken into consideration by the humanitarian organisation in 

order to potentially achieve acceptability and consequently widespread use of a newly 

implemented system. Firstly, partnerships with other local or community-trusted entities as 

well as deployment of local volunteers play an important role in creating trust and spreading 

acceptance. Secondly, designing solutions by understanding the needs of the target group is 

important, i.e. designing together with the community, rather than solely for the community. 

This involves community engagement and education on the proposed new system/technology. 

Whether the intermediary will remain in the loop or not will therefore depend largely on the 

local conditions:  

“In situations of severe humanitarian crisis, for example remote or very poor places, 

or in the depth of a war, the role of the human will hardly if ever change dramatically. 

There are always going to be humanitarian actors there, but that is a niche, that is not 

the bulk of the humanitarian field. The bulk of the money of humanitarian work is in 

those places where you cannot tell the difference between development and 

humanitarian: people are above or below the poverty line due to shock or other 

causes. And in those places, people have mobile phones.” 

Apart from embodying the assisting or facilitating intermediary role, humans currently also 

portray the validator role. In a proposed self-sovereign ID, the idea is for individuals to collect 

identifying credentials that accumulate to a strong personal identity over time. This, however, 

presupposes that these identifying credentials need to be verified and validated by someone. 

“Any documents or assets stored using blockchain need to be verified […]; the integrity of the 

data is only protected after it is entered”.287 As mentioned a few times previously, validation 

is closely interrelated with trust. And currently, this trust lies in institutions, i.e. mainly NGOs 

and state institutions. This however, takes control from the individuals over their identity and 

gives it back to a centralised institution – diminishing the potential of a self-sovereign 

identity.  

“NGOs have value because they have experienced people that know what to look for 

[in targeting and registering people]. NGOs will continue to survive if they continue 

to capitalise on their validator role. That validator can go back into the system and 

insert subjective information, but that is not reducing the inclusion/exclusion error as 

the information is still input by a human.”   

A potential solution to this drawback is seen in the so-called peer-to-peer validation – 

envisioning “an ecosystem of trusted identity verifying nodes” enabled by a public-
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permissionless blockchain.288 In this validation mechanism, a person can verify another 

person’s identity claims by digitally signing and immutably storing a hash of the respective 

identity on the public-permissioned blockchain. This validation mechanism would enable not 

only members of institutions to validate an individual’s information, but moreover also 

private people, i.e. a neighbour, a friend, a family member, a former employee and so forth. It 

seems reasonable to say that a relative can verify a claim about his or her family member’s 

date of birth with a greater degree of reliability than the government or any other institution. 

The same accounts for neighbours attesting to claims about residential addresses.289  

To a certain degree, the idea of a peer-to-peer validation originates from the notion of 

liquid democracy, an innovative voting model for collective decision-making in communities. 

Liquid democracy aims at creating a sincerely democratic voting system by enabling voters to 

vote in issues directly or to delegate one’s personal vote to a trusted person. Delegation of 

voting power implies better overall governance of the state, as “decisions are mainly made by 

those who have the kind of knowledge and experience required to make well-informed 

decisions on issues.”290 This form of decision-making holds a lot of potential for local 

communities and governments to foster trust and transparency in voting. Moreover, it also 

holds potential for a peer-to-peer validation mechanism, as it places validation of personally 

identifying information into the hands of exactly those who have the required knowledge, 

such as for example a neighbour, a family member or a co-worker. In theory this should 

account for well-informed claims.  

Unsurprisingly, this raises doubts about misuse and fraud. A trustless ecosystem that 

can protect and validate the integrity of people’s identities appears to be an unsolved design 

problem.291 This being said, pioneers of this validation method are positive that there is a way 

to bypass this design puzzle: “Such a system can be insulated from misuse through a sound 

reputation engine which incentivises identity verifiers to act in good faith.”292  

Though a digital peer-to-peer validation system to date has not been implemented by 

any (humanitarian) organisation, yet the first documented example of a blockchain-based 

peer-to-peer validation of identity has already taken place: On November 8th 2015 the first 

ever birth certificate was registered on a blockchain293. The blockchain-based proof of 
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identity of a new-born girl with the name Roma Siri was not established through a 

government or institution, as is usually the case, but instead on a decentralised database by 

means of her father’s self-sovereign power.294 The baby’s father produced a video stating the 

new-born’s full name, date and place of birth and then hashed it on the blockchain using 

Proof of Existence, a blockchain verification service. This way, the father ensured that the 

birth certificate was notarised and validated by the global network of computers, i.e. the 

Bitcoin’s mining network. In order to validate the birth registration, the father included a 

testimony of himself, of the baby’s mother as well as her two grandmothers. In addition, a 

hospital birth certificate was added as well as a screenshot displaying the last mined block of 

the respective blockchain containing the personal information of Roma Siri. The father stated 

that the birth registration file was a valid certificate of the hashed events, preventing anyone 

from challenging the fact that the birth registration file was not created on the stated date and 

time. Nor could its content be modified without altering proof.295 This example of a peer-to-

peer identity validation sets an example of how end-users can control their own data. Santiago 

Siri, the entrepreneurial father of Roma Siri, believes that blockchain-based identity 

management has a huge potential in developing countries where the need for alternative 

systems to remodel the status quo is imminent: “In my view, what the web has done for media 

and culture, the blockchain will do for institutions and human organisations.”296  

Another form of peer-to-peer validation has been demonstrated by a digital version of 

Bryan Ford’s Proof-of-Individuality (POI) system297. The proposed idea is digital gatherings 

(by means of video chats) across the world – so-called pseudonym parties – to validate the 

individuality of the participants. These gatherings can take place in applications such as 

Google Hangouts or Microsoft Holoportation and are based on Ford’s pseudonym parties’ 

algorithm, meaning randomly assigned and simultaneous gatherings all over the world 

repeated throughout the year. The idea of these gatherings is to tackle the issue of “How to 

prove that a person only has one account [identity] within the system?”298 The peer-to-peer 

verification works as followes: Users of the system are randomly grouped together and take 

part in a video-chat lasting approximately ten minutes during which users cross-check each 

other (simply by ensuring that group members’ attention is not split) ensuring that their group 

																																																								
294 Sandra Stephens. “Dive into liquid democracy”, Democracy Earth, 9 November 2017, accessed 27 May 2018, 
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members are not partaking in other video chats at the same time.299 If successful, they 

distribute so-called crypto tokens among each other and sign and verify each other’s POI (in 

the form of smart-assets hosted on the blockchain-powered Ethereum network), proving that 

“You cannot exist in two different spaces at the same time.”300 The incentive/reward to 

partake in these video-chats can be incorporated into the system, i.e. by means of crypto 

tokens that participants can distribute among each other (depending on how much you believe 

a person is telling the truth about him-or herself, you can distribute more or fewer tokens). 

The more tokens you have selected, the more credible your individuality gets.301 The 

practicality of this peer-to-peer validation mechanism has, however, yet to be tested. 

The idea of a peer-to-peer validation can be spun even further, i.e. one respondent 

highlighted the idea of ideally having an identity system based entirely on self-registration 

and self-verification through available personally identifiable data points and consequently 

eliminating the need of a human validator.  

“If enough data points are actually available through social media, community based 

targeting, etc. you will not need the human to verify information of others, but people can 

self-register. […] if you look at the ways donors are pushing NGOs to operate, is to push 

them to a place where they only have the human [in the loop] when it is needed, not as a 

default. […] the change is happening, regardless of what is happening in the technology 

sphere.”  

As innovative and bottom-up a peer-to-peer or self-registration verification system sounds in 

theory, it yet again hinges on the aforementioned challenges of access to digital devices, 

infrastructure and understanding of complex tools. Peer-to-peer validation can only be 

realised if it is accessible, acceptable and usable for the people. Furthermore, in the case of 

humanitarian aid, one cannot underestimate the importance of local knowledge – which no 

form of technology can replace fully (to date).  

 

7.5.2 CASE STUDY: 510’S FCBA 

The key outcomes of the above paragraphs were, firstly: Gaining trust to local communities 

by means of a trusted intermediary is important as long as a human is in the registration loop. 

This prerequisite is given in the case of 510, as the Netherlands Red Cross has a broad local 
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network of Red Cross and Red Crescent branches that include local volunteers of the 

communities. This means that the Red Cross already works closely with volunteers who are 

part of a community and can thus relatively easily create trust and spread acceptance among 

communities.  

Secondly, peer-to-peer validation is seen as a potential solution to speeding up the 

validation process and making it less dependent on a central entity. Although this approach 

has not been fully developed yet, the idea suggests that a person inserts self-asserted 

information into his or her digital wallet, which consequently can be validated by a trusted 

community member. This community member could, for example, be pre-appointed by the 

implementing humanitarian organisation to validate these individuals’ claims by meeting 

them in person. 510 has designed a system that incorporates peer-to-peer validation in theory. 

If, how and to which extent this validation mechanism method will be used is yet to be 

decided upon. Currently the system is designed in such a way that everyone within the 

network can theoretically attest each other transparently. However, only once the Red Cross 

has also attested an individual does this allow him or her to be eligible for a Red Cross-

implemented cash transfer.  

In practice this means that people within a community may attest each other, which 

may act as a proxy for the Red Cross to directly attest an individual or, on the other hand, 

raise the red flag. In case of uncertainties, i.e. if say within a community a number of 

individuals are attested for, but one or two fall out of the pattern, this may indicate that a 

person is not who they claim to be, or that a specific identifying attribute is not perceived to 

be true by the community members. In this case, Red Cross delegates meet up with the person 

in question to verify these attributes themselves and thus have the final say. This, however, 

stands in contradiction with blockchain’s principle of disintermediation, as the system still 

relies on a central authority. If and to which extent this peer-to-peer validation mechanism can 

and will be implemented again depends largely on the local context. Furthermore, 510 

highlights the importance and value of local knowledge in regard to targeting and inclusion 

without which it would not be comfortable to advance at this stage.   

 

7.6 FEEDBACK MECHANISMS 

7.6.1 DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUE   

Having an intact feedback mechanism is inevitable for any sustainable service and can foster 

acceptance and usability among end-users. In a CTP, a feedback mechanism has two levels: 
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Technical support (for example when facing problems with accessing a personal account) and 

programme-feedback (targeting process, management of programme, possibility to provide 

feedback and place complaints about the process and its respective system, etc.). Important 

characteristics that a feedback mechanism should incorporate, according to the respondents, 

are the following: Accessibility in the sense of multiple and context-appropriate methods such 

as, for example, a telephone hotline, a community center that has a contact person or an e-

mail address that can be consulted. Secondly, language: The respective feedback mechanism 

(hotline, community center, Internet website, etc.) should be accessible in as many local 

languages as possible. Thirdly, the feedback mechanism should be independent of the system 

at best in order to allow for anonymity. This way, if desired, feedback cannot be traced back 

to the petitioner, which may inhibit him or her to make use of the mechanism due to fear of 

negative consequences of a community leader, government or even humanitarian 

organisation.  

Acceptability of a system, furthermore,  does not end with the actual beneficiaries, but 

moreover also with those who could not register and who are not eligible for aid, as their 

negative experience with a system could influence their peers and hence promote rejection 

among them. Feedback mechanism should thus be open to those within the system (those who 

have been registered) as well as for those outside the system (those who were not able to 

register, those not eligible for aid, etc.). 

  

7.6.2 CASE STUDY: FEEDBACK MECHANISM IN 510’S FCBA 

510 is aiming to specifically target technical feedback (relating to creating a digital identity) 

versus programme feedback (relating to whether or not a person is eligible for aid). This 

translates into potential differing feedback mechanisms depending on where a user finds him-

or herself in the registration process. To date these have been identified as being important 

during the phases of registration, inclusion-criteria and distribution. More specifically this 

means that users should be able to flag their issue firstly, when attempts to register fail or 

when they have not been included in the eligibility criteria set by the Red Cross. Secondly, 

once registration has been successful (that is, once a user is registered with the system), 

individuals should have the possibility to flag a concern and/or ask a question to clarify 

uncertainties. Thirdly, during the process of cash distribution, beneficiaries should be given 

the opportunity to give feedback on all distribution-related matters.  

 According to many respondents, non-digital feedback should always be an option, i.e. 

through a telephone hotline or a representative at the community center, etc. However, with 
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the long-term/ideal idea of scaling up the program, 510 sees a challenge in providing 

sufficient and well-functioning non-digital feedback possibilities for users. Assuming 510 

themselves will not have the capacity to take care of this, it would presuppose that they will 

need to rely heavily on local Red Cross employees and volunteers. However, in order for 

them to be able to help an individual, local Red Cross employees and/or volunteers would 

need in-depth knowledge and understanding of the system that goes beyond the ability to 

register someone. In addition, this is based on the assumption that they will have enough 

capacity to carry out this task. A potential solution to this issue would be to include other 

humanitarian organisations, i.e. other future users of the system, to partake in aspects like this. 

However, this on the other hand may increase the risk of a fragmented feedback system that 

will cause challenges in the long run.  

 

7.7 LIMITATIONS TO THE DATA ANALYSIS 

This bottom-up research question aimed at discussing usability and user acceptance of a 

blockchain-based identity system. Answers to the research question were sought through 

extensive literature review and discussions with experts. Although these findings are 

insightful and an effort was made to talk to people with actual field experience, they are, 

nevertheless, fully representative of a bottom-up approach. For this, actual end-users (i.e. 

beneficiaries of current CTPs) would have had to be involved in the form of focus groups or 

interviews. However, due to access issues of end-user population of current use cases, as well 

as time and scope restrictions of this thesis, this important aspect of input was not included in 

the findings.   

Another limitation can be attributed to the novelty and complexity of the research 

field. Although questions were adapted to the individual background and area of expertise of 

each respondent if necessary, the general impression is that the concept of a blockchain-based 

ID system did encounter some incomprehension among some of the respondents. It is not 

unlikely, that this incomprehension potentially influenced the results, i.e. that questions would 

have been answered in a different way had the respondent fully understood the characteristics 

of blockchain technology applied to identity management. Nonetheless, the best was done to 

incorporate thoughts, ideas and reservations of both CTP and blockchain experts, in order to 

get a representative overall picture.  

Furthermore, one needs to keep in mind that the analysis is based on a small number 

of expert interviews, thus portraying only a limited number of opinions. In many cases, 

respondents are knowledgeable in a specific regional area, which is very beneficial for a 
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specific community, however, these opinions may not appropriately portray the circumstances 

of another community. It is thus important to mention that these inductive results are based 

heavily on personal and professional opinions rather than on opinions of a large sample size. 

Naturally, as with every qualitative data collection, my presence as a researcher during 

data gathering, my affiliation with the Netherlands Red Cross 510 Data Science Team and my 

personal unconscious bias and idiosyncrasy had their influence on the results as well. By 

means of consciousness about personal bias and maintaining a stance of an independent 

researcher (i.e. not mentioning my 510 affiliation if interviewing people outside of the Red 

Cross and Red Crescent movement), I tried to keep the initial position as neutral as possible.  

This chapter included a detailed analysis of challenges of a blockchain-based 

registration system in regards to usability and acceptance from an end-user perspective. This 

following concluding chapter recaps and substantiates the most important findings, links them 

to the applied theoretical framework and responds to the main research question outlined at 

the beginning of this thesis.  

 

8. SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSION  

This thesis aimed at presenting an innovative approach to the identity challenge faced in a 

number of humanitarian aid contexts, one of them being the registration process of a 

humanitarian cash transfer program. Based on the shortcomings of most current registration 

systems, an initial yet ever-increasing trend is moving away from centralised or federated 

identity systems and towards a more ‘user-centric’ one. Presumably, the creation of a self-

sovereign identity presents the ultimate form of a user-centric identity. By suggesting a 

blockchain-backed self-sovereign identity, some technologists are envisioning a silver bullet 

to overcome a number of challenges previously associated with digital identities. No doubt, 

the potential of blockchain innovation is substantial and serves as a likely game-changer in 

various identity-related issues.  

The main perceived advantages of a blockchain-backed identity come from enhanced 

speed of aid delivery, reduced time for the registration process, potential interoperability of a 

digital identity across various services and humanitarian organisations, privacy and data 

integrity benefits fostered by blockchain’s decentralised architecture, more control over 

personal data and the elimination of a central authority. In addition, blockchain has the 

potential to include the undocumented in the case of a self-sovereign identity – which can be 

composed of multiple identifying attributes rather than a state-issued legal identity.  
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Yet these potential advantages need to be enjoyed with caution. Firstly, as the 

technology is still in its infancy, it is too early to draw conclusions on how it will evolve in 

the years to come. “As is often the case with technologies, hype is leading the charge, but 

current evidence suggests blockchain technology deployments are still in proof-of-concept 

stage”.302 Secondly, blockchain-backed identity management systems are not all to be lumped 

together, i.e. there is a non-negligible difference between using blockchain technology as a 

centralised back-end database versus as a means to create a self-sovereign identity, as well as 

between a permissioned and permissionless design choice. In the case of a permissioned 

blockchain, for example, the highly praised traits of decentralisation and disintermediation are 

in fact simply re-allocated rather than eliminated. In the case of a self-sovereign identity, 

ownership belongs in the hand of the end-user. And yet, who validates the input claims? As 

seen with most examples so far, access is still controlled by an authority, thus building on a 

centralised system similar to the legacy ones. So although blockchain innovators present a 

number of advantages over current digital identity systems – tackling data protection 

weaknesses, centralised databases and information silos of humanitarian organisations among 

others – they need to be scrutinised. Is the digital identity challenge indeed solved with a 

blockchain-backed system, or are the problems merely redistributed and concealed behind 

complex terminology?  

Furthermore, the conducted research unveiled a myriad of challenges regarding the 

implementation of a blockchain-backed identity system.303 Unmistakably, some of these 

challenges are not novel to the humanitarian aid sector; however, the complexity of 

blockchain technology itself adds a new element to the mix. Apart from legal and regulatory 

challenges caused by the novelty of the technology and the speed at which it is being 

deployed, one of the main unanswered issues relates to usability, user experience and user 

acceptance. These challenges result mainly from the complexity of the technology, access to 

and understanding of digital devices, understanding of how to securely navigate the Internet, 

applications that lack user-friendly interfaces as well as placing trust in technology rather than 

in humans to mention the most common ones.  

According to practice and theory of human-computer interface, usability and 

technology acceptance are crucial to the sustainability of a new technological innovation. 

Hence, a number of experts in the field of humanitarian aid – more specifically CTPs – as 

well as a few selected individuals knowledgeable in blockchain technology were consulted to 
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find out what the challenges and opportunities of a blockchain-backed identity system in CTP 

in developing countries could be. Existing technology acceptance and usability models 

derived from literature were considered and from them a set of potential influencing factors 

was extracted. The factors were validated by means of semi-structured interviews with CTP 

experienced field workers. Following the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use are the two main pivotal factors in determining user 

acceptance. From an Innovation Diffusion Theory perspective, these factors are compatibility 

with previous systems, low complexity and ease of use, trialability, observability and relative 

advantage. In line with this, the Human-Computer Interaction theory summarises crucial 

factors of usability of new technology to be social influence and facilitating conditions. The 

common influencing factors of all the three theories can be summarised as ease of use and 

perceived usefulness of the technology at stake.  

This thesis sought to determine whether these influencing factors grounded by TAM, 

HCI and IDT approaches would predict of the user acceptance and usability of a new identity 

management system in CTP. This thesis finds that the crucial elements and hence usability of 

a blockchain-based identity system hinge on the following factors: Continuous accessibility 

and infrastructure, ability to interact with the complexity of the technology, added value, the 

role of a facilitating intermediary and the means of validating personal data. Control over 

personal data and user consent on the other hand seem to be of less pivotal importance for the 

end-users as predicted. 

Although of grave importance for each and every individual and a solemnly important 

concept for humanitarian work more generally, the majority of the interview respondents 

answered that end-users are either unaware of the value and importance of personal data and 

frequently do not care about where their data is stored nor what happens to it. More often than 

not, however, end-users see no other choice than to consent and participate. Most likely, the 

combination of a lacking awareness over the value of personal data as well as the severity of 

an individual in need diminishes the importance of control and consent in this situation.  

This being said, acceptance cannot be accurately explored nor sufficiently inferred 

from the available data. Although presumably interlinked, usability cannot assume acceptance 

or vice versa in the case of a digital identity system in humanitarian aid. The reasons are 

twofold: Firstly, in order to make valid claims on technology acceptance, actual input of end-

users would need to be gathered and analysed instead of relying solely on expert opinions and 

literature. Secondly, acceptance and usability cannot be assumed on the basis of interaction 

with a technology if this interaction is not completely voluntary. Although participating in a 
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new registration system of a humanitarian aid organisation is not obligatory per se, it is often 

the only way for people in crisis to receive the aid they so desperately seek. Linking the 

adoption of a technology to the delivery of aid thus results in a quasi-mandatory situation. In 

this regard the introductory quote of this thesis should be re-introduced, as it highlights the 

fundamental underlying issue of any type of identity management that is pegged to 

humanitarian aid. “Identity is far more than just a card with a name and a photograph. ID 

technologies sit at the interface between the power and prerogatives of institutions and the 

rights and needs of individuals.”304 While a CTP-triggered blockchain-backed self-sovereign 

identity system may very well overcome a number of issues related to logistics, timeliness, 

safety and sustainability, it nonetheless raises a series of ethical issues related to aid 

distribution and identity management per se.  Although this issue opens the Pandora’s Box of 

ethical issues of humanitarian aid more generally – and thus goes beyond the scope of this 

thesis – it is important to keep in mind that certain issues of CTPs remain unsolved, 

irrespective of the modality in which they are conducted. 

Usability currently poses a greater challenge than acceptability, mainly due to access 

to Internet and digital devices, the nature of blockchain’s complex technology and the 

required infrastructure and knowledge it presupposes to make it usable.  

“None of the people registered [referring to CTP beneficiaries in rural Nigeria] 

would probably ever come across their information on any website, so they would 

never complain, i.e. they would not know how/where to complain; they do not know 

what to do about it.”305 

However, with increasing deployment of new technology in the humanitarian and 

development sector, and with a growing number of Internet users familiar with its potentials 

and pitfalls, this difference may invert. Familiarity with Internet applications and digital tools 

may possibly further usability of complex tools, but acceptability hesitancy may increase too. 

Data breach incidents such as the 2018 Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data scandal – where 

personally identifiable information of over 87 million Facebook users worldwide were 

collected to allegedly influence voter opinions on behalf of politicians306 – may very well 

shape the future of technology acceptance aiming at personal data management.  

Although these findings are insightful and an effort was made to talk to people with 

field experience, they are nevertheless not fully representative of a bottom-up approach. In 
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order to have a truly representative overview of usability and end-user acceptance, actual CTP 

users would need to be consulted. More specifically, opinions of CTP users of the region in 

which a humanitarian organisation aims to implement such a registration system need to be 

taken into consideration.  

  

9. FUTURE WORK 
	
This thesis opens up possibilities for future research on the vast (and largely unexplored) topic 

of blockchain-backed identity systems in general and in humanitarian aid more specifically. 

Future research could consider exploring the possibilities of a peer-to-peer validation 

mechanism more thoroughly, i.e. taking a closer look at the incentive mechanism where 

verifiers digitally sign another person’s identifying attributes. To be more specific: Where 

Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS)307 account for viable incentive mechanisms 

for miners of cryptocurrencies, there needs more insight on the equivalent reward for ‘miners’ 

in a peer-to-peer identity credential validation mechanism. Is this financial? Or reputational? 

Could a reward, for example, be increasing a ‘validator’s’ trust score with the number of 

attestations he or she verifies? Or could it be the number of common attesters, thus factoring 

in the likelihood of peers actually knowing each other in real life? This presupposes that 

validators are interested in strengthening their own identity claims. Whatever the incentive 

may be, its relevance is not to be underestimated, as it bears the crux of sustainability in a 

peer-to-peer validation mechanism. 

 Another relevant topic would be to explore the potential interoperability of 

blockchain-backed identity systems. As discussed in this thesis, blockchain could offer a 

proxy for trust to entities who, under normal circumstances, would not trust each other. The 

important question to explore thus follows: Does blockchain foster this trust not only in 

theory but moreover also in practice? Researching this question would imply analysing not 

only the technical possibilities of a blockchain-backed identity system, but also the underlying 

power structure of humanitarian organisations – including controlling access to highly 

sensitive information – as well as the relation between humanitarian organisations themselves 

and between humanitarian organisations and governments and/or the state.  

Additionally, it would be timely to explore legal and regulatory challenges that arise 

when blockchain-backed applications are used to store, manage and share personal data. Who 
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bears legal responsibility for data in self-sovereign systems – the user or the platform 

provider? These are only a few potential topics to tap into, there are undoubtedly many more, 

some of which will only unfold once the use of blockchain for identity management has been 

further explored and implemented.  
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11. ANNEX 
 
Annex 1: Outline of the interview questions  
 
a) For respondents affiliated with CTP 
 
Question Aim of Question 

1. Could you please briefly state your experience with 
Cash Transfer Programs? 

To get an understanding whether 
someone has practical and/or 
theoretical experience with CTPs.  

2. Could you please briefly state your experience with  
targeting and registration of beneficiaries? Was there 
any type of digital identity system involved? 

To get an understanding whether 
someone has targeted and 
registered themselves or designed 
the programme, and if they already 
used some digital tools to enhance 
efficiency 

3. Are you or your organisation familiar with 
blockchain? 

To see what level of knowledge the 
interviewee has of blockchain as 
many of the perceived benefits are 
only truly understood if you 
understand the technology 

4. In your opinion: Is this new way of beneficiary 
identity 
management in CBA feasible in regards to beneficiary 
usability and acceptance? 

To find out what it implies for a 
beneficiary to have more control 
over his or her own digital identity, 
but at the same time be confronted 
with technology he/she might not be 
familiar with, which can generate 
confusion (even if perceived to be 
'user-friendly') 

5. From a beneficiary perspective, what do you 
believe will be pivotal factors for the usability of this 
proposed identity management system? 
e.g. compatibility/similarity with previously used 
systems, social influence, facilitating conditions, etc. 

To find out what (non)-functional 
application requirements there 
would be for this system? 

6. Who do you collaborate with when it comes down 
to  
targeting and registration? 

To get an understanding of who is 
involved in targeting and 
registration according to the 
interviewee 

7. How would your stakeholders (local authorities, 
volunteers, headquarters of your organisation, donors) 
respond if you introduce this system? 

To understand how dependent they 
are on their environment 
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8. Inclusiveness with any given new technology is 
vital. Speaking from your personal or organisational 
experience, do you think there may be a segmnet of 
the beneficiaries that would struggle most with this 
new form of registration? 

To understand if there is a specific 
segment of beneficiaries that would 
be more prone to decline the new 
system, i.e. for whom it could be less 
accepted/usable 

9. What would you require of the system for it to 
convince your stakeholders to use it? 

To find out stakeholder 
requirements (Self-registration, 
open/closed, speed, etc.) 

10. What is the importance of beneficiary’s being “in 
control” when interacting with a registration/identity 
management system in regards to usability and 
acceptance? (i.e. consent of sharing personal data, 
knowing what will happen with this data, 
understanding where and how it is stored)  

Aim of this question is to find out if 
beneficiaries are willing to place 
trust in a decentralised network 
rather than a known and tangible 
central institution and/or what may 
this loss of control trigger in the 
beneficiary  

11. What kind of laws and regulations would apply to 
such a system in your current environment? 

To find out which regulation should 
be taken into account when 
designing the system 

12.. How would you describe the organizational 
culture when it comes down to targeting and 
registration?  
e.g. careful, well-organized, safety- and privacy-first 

To understand what norms there  
are in their respective organisation 

 
 
 
b) For respondents affiliated with blockchain and/or digital identity  
 
Question Aim of Question 

1. In your opinion, what are the main drawbacks or 
challenges of current digital identity systems in the 
humanitarian sector?  
 

To get an understanding of 
challenges of current digital identity 
systems from a mainly theoretical 
perspective (practical experience an 
asset). 

2. What are important attributes of a digital identity 
system from an end-user perspective? And from an 
“implementer” perspective (i.e. a humanitarian 
organisation)? 
 

To get an understanding of what the 
important attributes of both 
‘parties’ are and if they 
overlap/differ/collide. 
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3. Blockchain promises to store and transmit 
encrypted data more efficiently and with greater 
transparency than the current digital system. What are 
your thoughts on managing identity on a distributed 
ledger in the humanitarian context? 
 

To find out which challenges and 
potentials the expert foresees. 

4. Humanitarian organizations are restricted to share 
personal identifiable data due to data protection 
regulations, leading to sub-optimal coordination: Do 
you think storing personal data on a distributed ledger 
in a safe and secure way could foster trust and 
interoperability between different humanitarian 
organisations?  
 

To find out if a distributed ledger 
technology has the ability to act as a 
proxy of trust.  

5. To ensure inclusiveness of the most vulnerable in 
the system, identities should be sovereign and not 
depending on (but possibly strengthened by) the 
possession of a government recognised form of 
identification. In line with this thought, do you see 
potential of self-sovereign identities (managed on the 
blockchain or not) where individuals can collect 
identifying attributes to build up a digital identity over 
time? 
 

To explore experts’ thoughts on the 
feasibility of a self-sovereign 
identity (often a very new concept 
for respondents). 

6. Let’s say one of the goals – if not the ultimate one – 
is to give vulnerable and marginalised people as much 
control as possible over their lives, including control 
over their identity. Do you think creating digital 
identities stored on a decentralised ledger could 
facilitate this? Or moreover, what is needed in order to 
give people more control? 
 

To get an understanding of what is 
needed to ensure greater control 
over personal data/identity for end-
users. 

7. More generally speaking, what are common pivotal 
factors of usability and (end-user) acceptance when 
new technology gets introduced in the humanitarian 
context?  
 

To find out what could ensure 
technology acceptance when 
introducing a new system and what 
are factors that potentially hinder 
the success of implementation. 

 
 
 


